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then argued that in order to combat lobal warmin , the historical carbon debtor
countries should rebay their carbon gebts whilst §he historical carbon surplus
countries could con inue to expand. Some of the most over-industrialized nations
with the largest carbon debts, would not only have to dramatically curb their C0;
emissions bu adogt massive reforestation and deconstruction licies. If this is the
case would there. e any room.whatsoever for cars in such counfgies?

SEVEN: THE ECOLOGICAL CASE FOR BANNING THE CAR.

x1) A Hypothetical
Analysis of England's

Carbon Status.
This section rovides a hypothetic-
al carbon cycle anal¥sis_of Z t
England's carbon sta us in order to
in icate the scale of the countrt's
earbon_debts and the types of po -
lcies it would need to tmplement if
lt is to blay its part in combatt-
ing globa warming.
Given that England_wae the first
bountry_to in ustrialize and that
it is sltting upon wideepread seams
of f05Sl1 fuels either in the form
of coal or oil whicb have led it to
export huge quantities of carbon,
then let it be assumed, for the
sake of this hypothetical example,
that lts historical, sugblg side
emissions amount to 8,0 , 00,000
tonnes of carbon, (B 6tCl, Given
the destruction of its forests,
assume also that it has_absorbed
only a meagre 2 6tC, This leaves it
wit an historical carbon debt of
about 6 GtC,

This debt is not too fanciful given
thatl ‘If we attributed to the _
English climate a arowing potential
similar to the wor d average (act-
ually it is below thatl then that
area could sequester bio-mass
through solar energa at the rate of
2 x 1 9 GJ/yr, The K energy
consumption in recent tears has
been around I0 x T0’ 6 /tr, Thus
the natural bio-mass sys em could
ot b fa to of 5, mat'hn , y a c r c

demand,‘ (‘Malcolm Slesser ‘Energy
in the Economy‘ g.97l, In other
words, for a num er of years, if
not decades, Enbland has been
living be ond i s biomass energy
C3fi3E1tY by a factor of flve and so
a istorical carbon debt in the
region of 6 Gt of carbon may not be
too wide of the mark.

xli) The Ecological Case
for Banning the Car

i. Eki laund.
If it Ilr ed at futu Ea th_ was ab e ab re r
summit on obal warming that coun-
tries shou?d repay their historical
carbonjdebts within a thirtt year
Eeriod, this would mean tha
ngland would have to make carbon

repayments of 200,000,000 tonnes of
carbon per annun, _(200 HtC)l At
present, England is responsible for
exporting_a out T35 HtC of carbon a
year_(equivalent to about 540
million tonnes of C0,),
Although technological improvements
to the car could reduce carbon
emissions, and although political
reforms to the car could limit car
numbers, the combined effect of
these policies would fall a long
way short of meeting the country‘s
carbon target, ;.:$*§éb§:;’

_:___;_-- _ . -

If Enbland had to repay its hist-
orica carbon debt at he rate of
200 htC each year, which it must do
if the global community is seine to cans KILL A MILLION PEOPLE EVERY YEAR

tggggflgg HALF OF THE DESTRUCTION t_QFl'_l'l-IE ozouE LAYER IS CAUSED BY CARS
appreciate there would belittle CARS ARE THE. BIGGEST CONTRIBUTOR To ACIDH RAIN IN EUROPE wmcu CAUSES
§§i?§$a'§3i"€3?m“3r°i?§32$§?t‘Z5 "-°°°- °°°’ °°°' °°° °F °“"“°E EVERY YEA“,a,.5_ TE ,l°,,,,e,.t the mm, ,,,,,,, R THE can INDUSTRY IS TURNING MILLIQNS or-' ACRES

OF THE AMAZON RAINFOREST INTO" DESERT
CARS ARE ONE OF THE TOP FOUR CONTRIBUTORS To GLOBAL WARMING

CAR INDUSTRY EMISSIONS CONTRIBUTE iioRE To GLOBAL waieglilo
THAN CAR EXHAUST EMISSIONS

THE CAR INDUSTRY‘ s BIGGEST CONTRIBUTION To ocoam. WARMING

an annual carbon exporter_o¥ I35
HtC bar tear to a carbon importer
of 2 0 H C per year, would reguire
a tr rt luti Indeanspo revo on, e ,
meeting such a carbon target would
also require a sociall economic,
and political revolution more fund-
amental than anythinb yet seen
throughout histort, t would requ-
ire nothinb less han large scale
deconstruc ion, Half the country
would have to be declared a wilder-
ness area in order to dramatically
increase its carbon absorption
capacity,
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This hypothetical example shows
clearly the extent of the challenge
which_global_warming poses to the
over-industrialized nations, It
bill be argued that banning the car
in Britain would be impossible, And
yet, 31VEfl the scale of the ecolog-
ical ebts which this country owes
to the rest of the world and to
tuture_generations, it is the
impossi le that is needed,
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IS SMOTHERING THE PLANET IN TARMMC, OIL AND CEMENT
THE CAR INDUSTRY HAS COVERED NEARLY 1% OF THE PLANET S LAND SURFACE

IN COAGULATED OIL SLICKS
THE GENERAL PUBLIC PAYS THREE OUT OF EVERY FOUR POUNDS

OF THE TOTAL COSTS OF MDTORING
GREENPEACE SUPPORTS A BAN ON~TOXIC.WASTE INCINERATORS

BUT NOT A BAN ON CARS EVEN THOUGH THE CAR INDUSTRY
 PRODUCES MORE TQXIC WASTE TI-IAN OTHER INDUSTRY

mo CARS REi.EAsE MORE TOXIC FUMES THAN TOXIC WASTE INCINERATORSHE THE DEPARTMENT or-' TRANSPORT ENCOURAGES DEVELOPERS
TO BUILD "ROADS THROUGH SITES or-" SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC INTEREST

UR LARGE uUi~mERs OF TORY MINISTERS lei-uwi:-;ijBEEu DIRECTORS
OF ROAD/CAR/OIL comPm_~R[Es

WHEN DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORT CIVIL SERVANTS RETIRE
e THE D/CPRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY ,THE MUNDI CLUB, MANY PICK UP LUCRATIVE PAY PACKETS FROM ROA AR/OIL INDUSTRY

45 ALBANY STREET SPRING BANK, HULL HU3 IPL l n I P
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BAN CARS '

.1S5UE

THE THIRD EDITION
Although the theory which provides the framework for
proving the ecological case for banning the car was
transparent when he first edition was written, there
wasn't sufficient empirical evidence at that time to
substantiate the proof so no attemgt was made to
highlight the theory, Since then._ owever, enough
faots and figures have emerged which make it worth-
while outlining_the theory in this edition But,
there is a considerable amount of empirical research
on the ecolo ical impact of the car which still needs*%r,:=""?,i:‘i,°rm,tr "*5 :ri,""="*"' 1*"1. P055 1 _ some e eany inform-ation gaps exposed by this work, what tnts mean; 15
thatet ege wi 1 almost certainly be a third edition
o ‘ an ars‘, . a

PREFACE
Most_green critiques of the car present s 11st of the
car industry's damage to the environment, lt is
assumed tha the longer the list and the reater the
quantities of pollution emitted b each igem on the
list, the more convlncing the critique of the car -
although, after wading t rough pages and pages of
figures about x million tonnes of this car pollutant
an y million tonnes of that car pollutant, the
alleged seriousnesstdf the ecological damage caused
gy t e car industrgggemds to lose all credibilit

en readers nedth2 mmsectaon on, ‘Uhat should be
do to ' ' e th car's im ct the ' -ne minimiz _ e _ pa _ on _ environ
ment?‘ onlg to tind motorists being advised to switch
off their eadlights after parking their car in order
to save electricity,
No matter how long suoh lists may be and no matter
how large the guantitles of pollution may be, this
sort of ecological critique is virtually meaningless.
Pointing out hat_cars emit x million tonnes of a
pO11Ut&fltllS meaningless without, at the very least,
an ecological context which explains the eco ogical
significance of the damage caused by such pollution,
Typlcal of this approach is Greenpeace‘s ' he
Environmental Impact of the Car which is little more
than a shopping ist of pollutants,

i) The Explosive Growth
M gt the Car Industr .

THE TERRA FIRM ISSUE ‘"5. “ ‘? P‘ °"“.‘PP“ °°.“‘°
‘The Case for Banning the Car‘ was published in 0cto- gigefisfi'§§§‘§,‘§,,§t§§Y,§§‘§lp°,,-
ggitiggonggd‘32iugggnegugiisiggsfigggibiteeiitigedr 'n ‘“°° °‘ "““ ‘fie ‘tiled the '3‘°“‘
grellminary Aroof for a Temgorary Ban on Cars,eAg TfiisedgggfiidtiggaiglggtI3i%hgut'its
Ipp tgatiggcgfsggetggggonetseggyogftgglugoik Ban Cars This wgrk_dges not so such provide an ecological merlts,_The car ts gradually

. con1es_ wi in which s atistics about car industry dominating the lives of everyone on
po u ion make more sense, but presents a dynamic the plane , not menely the carless

TRADE IN YOUR TE , model of hoe car pollution trlggers off a set of but people living in remote third
If _ __ _ RRA FIRM 15505 chain reactions to the planet s carbon cgole thereby world villages t ousands of miles

, after reading this issue, you are tempted to wade ¢3"51"9 8 iblril of eco ogical damage. T_is model, fnom the nearest road or petrol .
tggough thetgult vgrsion,fsend this magazine tn the the cagbon heory of value has beenppartially derived filing station._The car has
a ress on e ac page or a_trade-in wlth £1 nit roe e genera circu a ion eodel used by the trans nrnsd ¢1t1e5 and the
the price of the ful version i,e, £2,50 instead of Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change, countryside, It plays a central
£3-5 - . . . _ s role in the global economy,Rs far as is known, this is the first time an attempt

has been made to assess the car industry from the
AQKNQQLEDGEMENTS perspective_of a ‘dynamic climatemodel , It ie also _

given the shortage of space in this ‘ini_i5sue the the first time such a model has been used to aeeess ~\“\ t
acknowledgements have been presented in the ma§i- the ec°1°9*cal v1ab111tY °f “"7 °°'a“ a‘t"itY- A “#*“*“*xl 1
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I: The Growth in the Car
Population. _
A; Global Figures, Prior to the
20thC few people had seen a car let
alone owned one. Today, ‘The total
world-wide vehlcle population in
l9G5 was 500 million with cars just
slightly under 400 million,‘ (Nich-
ael_P welsh, 9.269), ‘he have
achieved this astonishlng figure
from scratch inside this cen ur ,
and in particular since I959, wzen
there oere a mere 50 million cars
yorldwide, of which two-thirds were
in America.‘ (Richard North p,lG0l,
Millions of cars are eanufactured
each gear, ‘Each working day,
126,0 0 cars roll off t_e product-
‘ 1' rl 33 millionion ines - nea y
annually,“ (Norman flyers_‘Future
worlds, p,l4l), 'Uorldwide more
than one car is produced every
second,“ (‘Had Car Disease‘ p,Bl,
Uithin a couple of decades there
could be a billion vehicles on the
road, ‘in 25 years‘ time the OECD
forecasts more than a billion
(trucks and carsl,' (John Vidal,
Guardian lB,l0,9l, p,3l), i
B;_Bnitain: ‘The number of cans on
British toads increased from Just
over 2 million in I951 to T8 mill-
ion in T988, The department of I
transport predicts there will
extra 25 million cars by 2025,
(Hick Hamer, ‘Cars Come to the End
of the Road‘ p.32-33ll ‘Statistics
put the number of registered cars
at l9,7 million as against over
45,750,000 adults, Light goods veh-
icles bring the total to nearly 22
million " ‘Road to the Future
p,l8l. The vehicle population ,, is
increasing by more than 2 million a
year,“ (Richard Askwith, p,lB),
Prince Charles stated, ‘lt was
"staggering" to think that these
are now 2H times as many cars in
Europe as in T970. He asked "lsn‘t
it time to ask how_we are physical-
ly going to cope with what is rap-
idly becoming a monster of our own
maklng? Have we not planned our
cities in a way that gives sucoour
to such an exttaordinary voracious
beast?" (Guardian 1,5,9 , p,2),
gag ThgiGlobal Spread of Car

BPS .
Car ownersgip is not evenly spread
around the world. Consumers in the
over-industrialized nations own the
vast majority of cars whilst only a
tiny fraction exist in third wor d
countries, ‘Some 7% of the world's
po ulation own private cars andY , .
3‘,‘,,l.-i‘i,§‘I,‘¥ £l,‘ii??,§‘i‘i,3Z 1",l“t,,
third world," (Pettifer G Turner),
However, most of the resources used
in the construction of oars come
from third world countries, Cars
are the archetypal symbol of third
world exploita ion.
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III: The Growth of the Multi
national Road/Car/Oil Corp-
orations.
The first car manufacturers have
grown throughout the 20thC to be-
come some o the uorld's most
powerful multinational corporat-
' ‘C uf turers includeions, ar man ac _
the largest transnational corpor-
ations on earth, General Hotors,
the biggest, has a tutnover larger
than t_e gross domestic product of
all Third dorld nations excludlng
Hexico,_China, Brazil, and India,
Production of trucks and cars dom-
inates many economies,f (Ian
Breachl, ' he modern oil corporat-
ion, with assets greater than those
of most_countries, has functioned
as a private government in its
globe planning and controls,“
Robert Engler ,

"Six of America's ten largest ind-
ustrial corporations are_either oil
or auto companies,‘ (David Horris
‘Getting from Here to There‘ p,6),
IV: The Importance of the
Car Industry to Gross
Domestic Product.
Increasing automatlon continues to
reduce employment in_car manufact-
uring - despite the increasing num-
ber of cars being produced, Corres-
pondingly, employment is not a good
indioa or of the cat industry's
significance to national economies,
"In the USA,_the car consumes 10%
of gross national product, with
Americans spending I5! of their
personal income on automotive
transport,“ (Steve Elsworth, p.50),
“The European motor industry accou-
nts for 9 of Europe's menu actur-
ing output,“ (Guardian 7,5,9l p26),
V: The Importance of the Car
Industry o the Global
Economy. _ _
Car manufacturing is the biggest
industry on Eart , "The pro uction
of automobiles is the world's numb-
er one industry, The number two in-
dustty supplles their fuel," (David
Morris ‘Getting from Here to There‘
p,6),
"Half the world's earnings
auto-related: half the wor
resources are auto-devoted,
(Heathcote Williams, p,3ll,
It should be easy to apgreciate
that if there was a glo al ban on
cars the global economy would
teeter on the brink of collapse,
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ii) The Global
Scalextric Set.

world trade began in the days of
colonialism, T e global economy was
created by multinational companies
trading around the world, The glob-
al vil age came into beihg through
satellites which enable instantan-
eous global communications to take
glace from virtually any spot on
arth.

The global scalextric set is still
under construction. Huge road bull-
ding programmes are currently being
undertaken in virtually every coun-
try in the world, Roads are eing
constructed to improve links bet-
ween Russia and western Europe; the
United States with South HHGTICGL
and the west coast of South America
to the east coast, etc.. The global
scalextrlc set will consolida e the
global village.
I: Roads Built. _
Britain has, 1,600 miles of _
motorway network and 5,100 miles of
trunk roads. (Guardian 22.5.91,
p,3l, The United States has 3.9
million miles of public roads,
Quite how long the Earth is lik
to survive if the global scale
set continues to spread_is_not
known but what is certain ts that_
although oceans started building it
only a few decades ago the ecolog-
ica bill has yet to be paid.
II: Miles Travelled.
Throughout ooman history, the vast
majority of people have remained
rooted o the soil and have rarely
moved beyond the confines of their
community Today, however, people
can travel virtually anywhere aro-
und the world. Cars ena le people
to go wherever they want and as far
as hey want, -
A: America; ‘In 1975, 130,000,000
American drivers drove a total_of
133,010,000,000 000 miles," (Nich-
ael HcFagden, ‘Free People's Tran-
si ' p, ,
B: Britain: "In 1984 there yere
2,700,000,000,000 vehicle miles by
car, taxi and motorcycle against
243,000,000,000 oassenger miles by
domestic air,“ ( EST ' rong Side of
the Tracks,‘ p.33).
III: Commuting and Leisure
Activities. _
In Germany, 'Uhile the rate of_
increase of car commuting, business
travel and even holiday lourneys
has been levelling off ' eisure
driving‘ now accounts for 50% of
annual car/kilometres, Sales of
‘fun cars‘ - campers as big as
furniture vans, and overland JEEPS
- went up last year be 25%,“
(Guardian 24,1, 2, p, 9),
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iii) Autocrazy.
Auto—centric Societies.

Uhilst the global economy, the glo-
bal telecommunications network, and
the global village have brought
many benefits to the super rich and
the upper middle classes, most of
the costs have been borne by the
goor, The same is true for he glo-
al scalextric set. The poor have

had nd ' ted to maketheir la exprogria _ _
way for roads, have ad their lives
ruihed by motorways built close to
their homes, and ave been forced
to subsidize motorists and road f
construction, Uhilst cars draeatic-
ally improve the quality of life
for car-owners they dramatically
decrease the guali y of_life for_
the carless, uto-centric societies
are highly stratified and thus
highly~unequa1,

if

II: Auto—cracy
Since the invention of the car,
motorists have gradually taken con-
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TWO: THE EFFECT OF THE CAR INDUSTRY
ON THE DEMAND SIDE OF THE EARTI-I"S CARBON CYCLE.

v) Global Warming
and the Carbon C cle.

I: Carbon Costs.
Part Two explores the car indust-
ry's effects on the planet's ecol-
ogy but does not attempt to assess
t e damage in monetary, but in
ecological, terms,_i,e, how the car
lflgUS ry, the_car infrastructure.

na car emissions affect the
planet's carbon c le The costs

51,-19 of the gm-hon gycle greenhouse gases such as water vap-
Global warming is a natural phenom °"T» eeTh°h.heeed geeee (eueh eeanon yh1gh r3159; the average temp- carbon dioxide, ee hane and CFCs),
erature of the Earth by 330, The ehe he" ee'h°h"9e5ee- The ascend 15
blanket of greenhouse gases around The heel effeel ehleh eeheleee °f
the Earth keeps the lobal average eheheel e°11"l1°h ehd the r1er@t's
temperature at aroung 140, Uithout a1bede- he hlggeee eefheeehlel
it average temgeratures would be a ¢°htP1h"t°T,e° he 9Teehh°"ee

tT°1 ef 9°VeThhehl ehh eve "eh very chi ly -1 C, effect is water vapour. The mainpositions of_power_ih society, They
then use their political gower to
transfer resources from t e carless
to car owners, Motorists create a
dictatorship, an auto-cracy, to
firomote their interests no_eatter

ow much these interests might harm
other oeople and conflict w th the
genera good, Uhilst cars were once
regarded as a liberatory technol-
ogy, it is becoming increasingly
o vious that they are now par of
the oppression o everyday life,

iv) Ihe Nightmre
Eolls Q3 And On.

I: Everyone Should Have a
Car.
Thatcher's ideal of everyone on the
planet having a car whic they can
use to o where they like, when _
they liEe, as often as they like,
and as far as they like, is an
utterly obscene ecological folly.
The hordes of motoris s charging
around the world's roads like_
overgrown whizz-kids are a maior
cause of environmental devastation
and threaten an ecological calam-
it , This, however, does not stop
politicians from continuing_to
encourage wider car owners ip.
During the 1992 UK ge election
camoaign, John Haior about
wea th creation and th hway to
prosperity started by predec-
essor, He promised, l m oing to
turn that pathway into a our lane
motorway,l (Guardian 6,4,92, g,12).
To ecological ignoraouses suc as
John Major the est indicator of
orosperity is the number of four

ane motorways.
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II: The Necessity for Car
Industry Expansion.
The tory government's 1992 pre-
general e ection bud et provided a
_oost for the car ingustry, “Huge
inducements to car buying without a
murmur, either side (of_ he house
of commons), about the inescaoable
need soon to curtail the car
(Hugo Young, Gdn 12,3,92, p,l9),
Given the prolonged recession in
the United Kingdom, there is little
doubt that the government was for-
ced to stimulate the car industry
simoly in order to kee the coun-
try s economy afloat, hhe UK seems
doomed to produce more and more
cars ano construct more and more
roads simply to prevent the economy
from contracting, It would seem
that cars are no longer needed for
mobility_(this could be achieved
more ef iciently by oublic trans-

rt) nd ad t ded topo a ro s aren nee
increase access (since this could
be done by rail) but because the
British ecohoey needs the car ind-
ustry to maintain growth, As a con-
seguence, the Brit sh road/car/oil
in ustries have to be kept ding no
matter what the ecological 3aeage,_

4

anthrogogenic contribution is
throug eforestatton and carbon
emissions - primartly carbon
dioxide although, in the future,
this could be overtaken by methane
emisstons, Thus, the primary human
contribution to the greenhouse
effect is through the planet's
carbon cycle,

Ii
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P1 1 l .
The Earth's carbon cycle
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For the sake of simolicity the
plahet's carbon cyc e can be_divid-
ed into a supply side, in which
carbon emissions are released tnto
the atmosphere, ahd a demand side,
in which carbon dioxide is absorbed
by biomass, Humane are severely
disrupting both sides of the carbon
cycle, They are not merely dumping
huge amoun s of carbon in o the
atmosphere, they are also cutting
down forests and smothering the
Earth with roads and buildings,
Covering the land with concrete or
tarmac as the same effect as
deforestation - it reduces the
Earth's ability to breathe in car-
bon dioxide and thus prevents the
increasing quantities of carbon
which are being dumped into the
atmosphere from being removed, In
other words, as far as the green-
house effect is concerned, cement ,
is_Just as serious a form of poll-
otion as atmospheric emissions, The
increase in carbon emissions and
the decrease in the planet's photo-
synthetic capacity are leading to a
dramatic rise in he level of
atmospheric carbon,
The human race increasingly finds
itself in the dangerous predicament
that no matter how much it reduces
carbon emissions, global warming
continues to get worse because more
and more of t e planet's capacity
for photosynthesis is being _
destroyed, Ultimately, this predic-
ament could reach the point where
levels of atmospheric carbon cont-
tnue to rise depite a 99% reduction
in anthropogenic carbon emissions,
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The predicted increase in global
warming will change the planet s
climate and ush he tropics to-
wards the poles. This wi l cause
the polar ice caps to eelt and
increase sea levels which will res-
ult in the flooding of coastal
areas - where many of the world's
largest cities are located. Global
warming will produce a strange com-
bination of droughts ahd floodihg,
There will also e an increase in
the number of extreme weathers
events such as gales and hurrican-
es, Global warming is one of the
biggest environmental threats
facing life on Earth - although not
the worst, It poses a euch_greater
danger than either acid rain, which
according to the Grookhaven Nation-
l L b t in New York kills -a a ora ory _

about $0,000 Americans a year,
(Guardian 30,6,90); or ozone
depletion which will lead to a
world wide increase in eye catar-
acts and malignant melonomas.
III: The Car and the Carbon
C cle. _ _
The car-industry is disrupting both
sides of the carbon cycle, Uhilst
the car's contribution to the supp-
ly side of the carbon cycle is dis-
cussed endlessly, the @,fe¢1 °1 ii?
industry emissions is discussed
much less freguently and the car
industry's ef ect on the demand
side of the carbon cycle is rarely
stressed at all - the Green party s
recent document on transport being
onl the latest example of this -
hall baked view of g_obal warming,
It has been ignored in the same way
that the nuclear power industry‘
refused to take into considera ion
the decommissiohing costs of nuc-
lear power stations and was thus
able to argue that the price of
nuclear powered electricity was
much lower than coal or oi tired
electricity, Uhereas corruption in
the nuclear pouer industry clearly
stemmed from highly trained scien-
tists desperate y rying to protect
their jobs, it is strange that
environmentalists are a so involved
in a conspiracy to ignore the car's
contribution to the eeand side of
the carbon cycle.
IV: The Carbon Theory of
Value. _ _
This chapter outlines the ways in
which the car industry destroys the
planet's carbon absorption capac-
ity, A carbon trace is needed to
ascertain the car industry's total
impact on the demand side of the
carbon cycle, The following chapter
examines the car's contribution to
the sup ly side of the carbon
cycle, ?hlS will enable the car
industry's total im act on the
planet's carbon cycle, and thus
global warming, to be assessed,
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vi) Road Construction.
I: Mining for Raw'Materials.
Massive strip mining and quarrying
ogerations are carried out all over
t e world to obtain the raw eater-
ials needed to lay roads, 0pen cast
mining strips awa trees and veget-
ation (and yildlilel thereby comp-
letely eradicating_its ability to
absor carbon dioxide, This exacer-
bates global warming,
‘The Croft quarry, owned by English
Chinsa_Clays, is one of the many
quarries supplying stone mainly for
road construction, and it is big,
Ahnual production approaches 3
million tonnes, The working area
occugies 100 hectares (250 acresl,‘
(Mic ael Allaby ‘Into Harmony with
the Planet‘ p, 0),  
Foster Yeoman ,, ‘will move eountf
ains, 0ver the next 50 years, it is
his gob to break up and take aeay
the ,000 foot Scottish eountain_of
MacArthur, There are plans to shift
at least 10 million tonnes of rock
a year to help build Ehgland's,
Europe's and even America's motor-
ways. Six superquarries could extr-
ac 18 billion tonnes of scottish
rock over 200 years with a total
annual turnover of £360 million,
(Guardian 13,3,92, p.27),
‘Cement is sometimes used by itself
but, more commonly, the powder is
mixed with sand, gravel or both_to
make concrete, a stronger material
than cement, and cheager because
sand and gravel are c eap, As the
use of concrete has increased, so
has the demand for sand and gravel.
Uhen york ends at a sand or gravel
pit, it leaves behind a large,
often deep degression,‘ (Michael
Allaby ‘Into armony with the
Plane ' p,G4),
in addition to strip mining, var-
ious t f b 'ld' s associated_ ypes o ui _ing
with mining operations have to be
erected to accommodate and service
those working in the mines, These
buildings smother yet more of the
Earth's carbon absorption capacity
and thereby boosts g obal warming,
The machines used in mining _
ogerations are built in factories
w ich also smother the Earth,

,§€fi;§'* II: The Construction of
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smothers the Earth,
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III: Haste Heaps.
0he_of the eaior side products of
mining and quarr ing are waste

It is ironic that while there are
worldwide protests against oil
spills there are far fewer concern-
ing new roads - indeed most motor-
is s seem intent oh transforming
the Earth into a gigantic Scalex-
tric set. The amoun of oil dumped

t the ocea ‘ b bl l'ttlih o ns is pro a y l e
different from that used to cover
the glanet in roads_and car parks.
The _xxon Valdez spilled eleven
million gallons of oil in Prince
Uilliam ound in Alaska and caused
widespread envirohmental damage and
yet far more oil is used to cover

he land in roads. ROAOS ARE JUST
COAGULATED 0lL SLICKS. Ecologically
speaking there is little dif erence
between an oil slick which has been
illegally dumped at sea and a demo-
cratical y approved, and overnment
funded, road, The main di?ference
is that whereas an oil slick at sea
damages the Earth's photos nthetic
capacity only temporarily {before
it is eventually dissolved), roads
cause ermanent ecolo ical dama e
Such ig the state of legalit Q '
amongst the planetless, denaturedy
oomano-imperia ist, th tifi"’ii,I,'2‘if,§l8l“§£,¥f§y1i5‘{ii -rwhrs me rl-mt. “" ‘"""°" "

carooh absorption capaci y, In
addition, some of the run-off from
slag heaps and waste tips leaches
into the soil thereby poisoning
ve etation and reducin the
planet's capacity for ghoto-
synthesis,
IV: The Processing of Raw
Mhterials.
0nce mined, the raw materials (e,g,
sand, gravel, rocks, etc) are tran-
sporte_ to be processed, The fact-
ories in which the processing takes
place cover more of the Eart ‘s
surface thereby destroying_more of
the planet's carbon absor_ing cag-
acity Processin almost invaria ly
entails the creation of yet more
waste heaps,
V: The Production of Tarmac.
0ne of the maih ingredients used in
road cohstruction is tarmac, Tarmac
is an oil derivative, ‘Heavy, toxic
residual asphalt is produced in
quantity mostly to enable the sim-
ultaneous production of the most
prized refined product, gasoline,"
(Jan Luhdberg, Dear Cal rans'
p,7), Oil re ineries cover more of
the Earth reducing its photosyn-
thetic capacity,
VI: The Manufacture of
fleumnnt.
The factories which prOdUCE cement
for road construction smother the
Earth,
VII: The Manufacture of
Drainage Pipes.
The fac dries which produce drain-
age gipes for roads smother the
Eart .
VIII: Road Laying.
The raw materials from mines and
the refined materials from pro-
cessing industries are transported
to roa construction sites, over-
ing the Earth with a road permanen-
tly destroys the land's ability to
absorb C0, and thus exacerbates
global warming, - -

'1

Loomis, p,11B)

IX: Road Landscapigp.
The cohstruction of roa s often
necessitates the construction of
tunnels, bridges, etc., which in
turn may invo ve the diversion of
rivers and streams, etc, Such forms
of landscaping often ruin the
aesthetic appeal of an area but,
much more importantly, also destroy
yet more of the planet's ability to
absorb C0,,
X: Pollution from Roads.
Many roads are comgosed of highly
toxic chemicals. T e basic ma erial
used in road construction is
asphalt, the toxic tar which
remains after coal and oil pro-
cessing, In addition various tyges
of roa _aggregate are used:_ei er
the toxic residues from toxic waste
incinerators; or waste material
from rubbish tips; or fly ash from
coal burning in power stations, If
any of these toxic substances leach
in o the soil the ' t t-_ y poison vege a
ion (and groundwa er) and re uce
the lane ‘s ca acit for
photgsynthesis,p Y
In addition, road buildin causes
soil erosion which leads to a de-
crease in vegetation, ‘The combin-
ation of clearcutting and road
building contribute enormousl to
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XI: The Deliberate Ruination
of SSSIs., _
In Britaih, what increases road
construction damage to the planet's
carbon absorption capacity is that
the road construction industry, and
the over-civilized thugs in t e
department of transpor , tend to
search for the cheapest possible

t ‘A r b Friend f throu e, su vey y s o e
Earth in 1986 s cued that road-
building was harmihg no less than
110 officially designated Sites of
Scientific In erest (SSSls), New
roads actively seek out SSSls and
other grotected sites: they are
cheap ecause_they cannot e devel-
oped for housing, so road builders
use them to keep down their costs,‘
(Geoffrey Lean, p.26),
Just how devastating this_can be
was revealed by_Charles Vindsor,
‘who was launc ing, as patron, a
campaign by the Royal Society for_
Nature Conseryation_to save what is
1 ft f G t ' ildlife and te o ri ain siw _ i s
habitats (who) said road building
plans in the south east would
damage or destroy at least 372
SSSls." (Guardian, 26.10.90), And,
English Heritage claims that, ‘B00
archaeological sites are threatened
with destruction or disturbance by
the government's road building
programme,‘ (Guardian 16,10,9 ),
If roads were constructed solely
through run down industrial estates
the a ditional damage inflicted on
the planet's ecology would be min-
imal since the lan would already
be biologically inactive, But, w en
roads emascula e SSSl's this makes
a far greater impact on the plan-
et's carbon absorption capacity,
XII: Area of Roads and Car
Parks Suffocating the
Planet.
The amount of land suffocating
under roads is becoming ah increas-
ingly significant proportion of the
planet's total land area.
A: America: ‘The paved road came
with a bang to the US; from noh
existence 00 years ago to 3 mill-
ion miles now, (Richard North,
p,160), ‘US roads, parking lots and
other paved areas take up 16 mill-
ion hectares,‘ (John E Young
‘Reducing Haste‘ p.41),
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Paradoxically, there are more roads
in America's wilderness areas than
th a h‘ h s o t ide ‘Hild-ere re _ig way _u s ,
erness activists point out that
there are eight times as many roads
in our national forests as t ere
are in the Interstate Highway
System," (Jan Lundberg, Dear
Caltrans' p 7), As a consequence,
one of the_Forest_Service's eain_
functions is cutting down trees in
order to build roads, ‘The United
States Forest Service employs the
second highest number of_road
engineers of any agency in the
world (over 1,0 0) During the next
half century, the Forest ervice
glans to build an additional
50,000 to 530,000 miles of road,

mostly for logging,‘ (Dave Foreman,
70) Th F t Servi e lo sP. , e ores ce e p ymore road builders than it does

ecologists,
B: Britain: ‘Roads now cover ah
area roughly three times the size
of Berks ire,‘ (Richard Askwith,
p518): ‘Uhen placed in terms of the
size of Great Britain, (road land-
take) is equivalent to 1,15% of the
total land area, This compares to
the total built up area of Great
Britain of approximately 10%,‘
('Urong Side of the Tracks‘ p,176),
The figures given above for the
amount ofdlandtsufiocated byhroads
are an un eres ima e, ‘ oge er
with the necessar junctions,
approachlroags age hardtsgoulders,
ever mi e o mo orwa a es u
gearly 23 aches oftgahg,; ihicf

amer, ' i in e i ' ,
Although it has iust beenygointed
out that roads take up 1,1 t of the
total land area of Great Britain,
‘Thgs figure underestimates the
roa s s em's ac ua primar
landtaze as it does not include_
lghg tgken up for oft-road parking,

a si ni ican omission,
Parking reguzrementg fgr gne car,
a wor , a ome an a s o in
areas have been calculated 2% 4800_
square feet of asphalted land,
Furthermore, the and set aside for
parking subsequentlynremains empty
for G0 of the time, (TEST 'Urong
Side of the Tracks‘ p,176),
‘In terms of parkihg, it has been
calculated (by taking the entire
stock of car parking_and dividing
by the number of registered cars
t at each car requires 372 square
metres, 3 times the size of the
average home," (TEST 'Urong Side of
the Tracks‘ p,B),

vii) Road Maintenance.
I: Road Repairs.
All roads have to be maintained.
Road maintenance equipment ahd
materials have to be stored in
depots which again smother the
Earth and decreases the planet's
carbon absorption capacity,



II: Maintaining Roadside
Verges. _
Main aining roadside verges and
central reservation areas usually
involves the use of pesticides,
This reduces the planet's photo-
synthetic capacity, ln iddltlOfly
t ese poisons leach into the soil
and_ki l off more photosynthetic
activity, ‘The position of the
Qlllifltfi for a aving horatorium ,,
is that roadside spraying is just

th f th d nsides ofano er one o e_ ow _
more roads despoiling the environ-
ment and threatening public health,
Ue are also most aware of the role
of petroleum and of the petroleum
industry in marketing pesticides
and related products,_ he oil ind-
ustry is mainly interested in gas-.
oline production and profits, and
refineries must_run at high utili-
zation of capacity to be efficient
and profitab e, Refineries must
produce great quantities of prod-
ucts suc as asphalt and various
chemicals which must go somewhere,,
‘The solution to pollution is _
dilution"thus asphalt and herbi-
cides are spread about the land
making it possible for refineries
to function ,, near full throttle,‘
(Jan Lundberg ‘Dear Caltrans‘ p12),
III: Salting.
Most major roa s are salted during
icy conditions to prevent accid-
en s, There are sa t depots all
over the country for use on local
roads, They smo her the Earth's
life sustaining processes,
IV: Salt Poisoning.
The salt which is poured onto the
roads is eventually washed into
neighbouring soils where it damage-
trees, ‘The numbers fof trees)
affected are large with studies
suggesting that in western europe
some 70,0 0 trees are killed ann-

ll b lt - ' Dama eua y y sa poisoning, g_
caused salt has been recognized
by the US Federal Highways A min-
istration to be so great and econ-
omically expensive hat it has
pro osed the use of alternatives,‘
(TEST ‘wrong Side of the Tracks‘
p,186), Yet again, the planet's
carbon capaci y is reduced,

Just in case there might be doubts
about the corrosive power of salt
and the extensive damage it causes
trees, it should be pointed out
that many bridges in the UK have
deteriorated badly because of ‘con-
crete cancer' caused by salting,
Th t ond mned the DoT fore reasury c e _
not taking preventative action, ‘we
also regard it as most unsatis
factory that although chloride
contamination was recognized as a
very serious problem in the 1970s
it ook the department until 1986
to appoint consultants to assess
the problem,‘ (Guardian 17,10,90),
V: Road Accident Spillages.
Some traffic accidents involve_
lorries which spill toxic chemicals
onto the road, hese poisons leach
into the soils and damage trees and
vegetation,

VI: Pollution from.the Hear
and Tear on Tyres.
It might be thought that pollution
from he wear an tear of tyres
would be minimal and yet when the-
tiny micrograms of tyre which are
worn off everytime a car is used,
are multiplied by the trillions of
miles which motorists travel every
year the result is a large source
of pollution, ‘The major heavy
metal emitted from tyres is zinc
with up to 4 mg per vehicle km
released, Taking the typical US
figure of 90 mg of tyre products
re eased ger vehicle km we find
th t t UK d US ' 1988a in e an in
roughly 33,000 tonnes and 180,000
tonnes of tyre wear products were
produced respectively,‘ (TEST
Urong Side of the Tracks‘ p,188),

Metals from tyres are washed from
the road and into soils or drains.
Either yay they eventually damage
vegetation which reduces he
planet's capability for ‘
photosynthesis,

viii) flhe Manufacture of
ggaffig Service Egpipmnt.
oads are no simp y s rips o are

tarmac, They also provide anarray
of traffic services for motorists,
I: The Manufacture of
Traffic Service Egpipment.
There are factories al over the
world which manufacture street/mot-
orway lighting; traffic_lights;
belletia beacons: roadside sign-
posts; 'cats' eyes‘; traffic azard
warning lights; motorway breakdown
telephones, etc,, Each one of these
factories decrease the planet's
carbon absorption capacity,

ix) Developments
Associated with Roads.

I: Opening up Land to
Developers.
Roads are not simply a means to
enable motorists to travel more
guickly from one place to another,
hey are also constructed to open

u areas f ‘d l nt' l eP _ or eve opme _, ,factories which could benefit from
easy access to the road network or
housing for commuters, “Development
almost always tends to follow new
roads consuming more green land,"
(Ian Breach), or example, the
proposed M11 East Coast motorway
from Cambridge to Newcastle has
been estimated to cost £1,000,000
and the only way of recouping such
an_investment is by selling and
adlacent to the mo orway for dev-
elopment, The motorway's sponsors
are proposing to build 29 new
villages along the motorway,
The development which follows in
the wake of new roads means that
even more of the Earth is suffoc-
ated by cement thereby, contribut-
ing further to the build up of
greenhouse gases,

fl1m.£fgm£tT
II: Opening u Land to Slash
and Burn_Developers.
The ecological damage caused by new
roads is even worse in Third Uorld
countries, As soon as roads have
been hacked through rainforest
&rei5,_tens of thousands of ‘pover-
ty stricken‘ peasants and gold
diggers of al description (some of
them not so poor they can't afford
pick-up truc s) stream into the
forest and franticall be in to
burn down trees - either go create
pasture for livestock animals or to
search for minerals, ‘Log ing also
promotes deforestation inairectly
throu h the const t‘ f dg ruc ion o roa s
that allow slash and burn agricult-
uralists to penetrate deeper into
virgin forest.‘ (S Postel G L Heise
‘Re orestihg the Earth‘ p,13); A
road is being built from Brazil to
Guyana, ‘Guyana is now set to be-
come the ga eway to the northern
Aeazon. T e Brazilian funded US$30
million road being ushed throu h
from Brazil to the Euyanan coast
ahd ports will open up 140,000 sqr
uilesgof guyghan forest,‘ (Guardian

Dnce slash and burn farmers have
exhausted the land, and once the
looters have extracted what re-
sources they can find, whether gold
or wildlife, the land is left virt-
ually bereft of life, Yet another
seal art of the 'P _ planet is thereby
rendered ecologica ly redundant,

/1 ‘

x) flfhe Car
Manufactggigg Process.

I: Mining for Raw Materials.
The carbon trace analysis used
above to explore the ecological
impact of aining for the ray mater-
ia s used in_road construction can
also be applied to the mining of
the raw materials needed to manu-
facture cars, However, the quantity
and range of resources needed for
the lat er is vastly greater than
that for laying roads, The manu-
facture of cars requires raw
materials from virtually every part
of the globe,

'1
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which has turned vast areas of
rainforest into desert, ‘Th G - m - _um» <=-raias r~=="=~='=, are 31 he ,E21i,t?‘,l,‘,?",°1,,,2'iE°,if,‘2‘%,‘i‘Hill,greatest han-made ecological dis- rugs - from fuel range, 2, seat
asters this century, Al the evid- frames, to battery Cases , (,The
ence shows that a a f A - - ' ,
ian rainforest la? ehethgn zllfigg Environ‘ Ihpact 0 the car p"4)'
has been deforesteg or flooded in. IV: Waste Heaps.
the last 1° leer‘ pa7‘1Y *9 P'°“de Just as was the case with mining
EC lndustel ‘"cl“d‘“9 B"t‘5h for raw materials used in road con-
5t°eld'd"‘ Q5389‘? °?9- The EC _ struction, the processing of raw
p'°V1 e a "11‘°" 19'“-°°“t materials used in car manufactureract in return for 13,6 million d ye hea 5 ghich deal
tonnes of iron ore a year for 15 pro “(es ‘ii P - '°Y
years The parallel Grande Carajas ggeaglenet,§f§::bg?ia::°i$;:°2f
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workings, lakes the size of Europe, ca1g'dtl‘111“95ytE‘"‘11§' 1h.'ete1=--11~-,.--<1-r-=- e-1-,-=~t-,- mam: mi-,:::,.:w i2,,,1'i,i,'1é"i,,(Jackie_ illiams Guardian ,12,9 , the form of 513 ym ?J°hn E You"
p,30), _The ED were involved in
destroying 100,000 square kilo- ‘Reducing Uasteg p,42), g
metres of the Am ' th f .
dirt cheap_iron §§3“r6l-' colagllfi O }"a,_,§§§',e§f"‘ car component‘
foundries‘ ted“ 5'7'9]' 9'2 )' Dnce the raw materials have been
II: A List of the Raw
Materials Used in Car
Manufacture.
Dne way of indicating the scale of
the damage being inf icted on the
glanet‘s carbon absorption capacity

y the mining, processing, and
manufacturihg processes involved in
car production is by outlinin the
vast amounts of resources useg,
‘The motor industry consumes
resources more voraciously than any
other industry:-
20% f ll t lo a s ee ,
10% of all aluminium,
7% of all copper,
13$ of all nickel,
35% of all zinc,
50% of all lead,
60% of all natural rubber,
and_between 35-60% of oil prod-
uction depending upon country, (Ian
Breach),

Also used is asbestos, ‘Asbestos is
used in brake linings, clutch fac-
ing and automatic transmissions, In
19 4 motor vehicles accounted for
22% of the total asbestos used in
the USA," (TEST 'Urong Side of the
Tracks‘ p,102),
"Six million tonnes of platinum ore
have to be refined every year for
car_catalytic converters, (‘The
Enyironmental Impact of the Car‘
p,\-F,

III: The Processing of Raw
Materials.
The same type of ecological damage
which occurs during the processing
of raw materials used to construc
new roads also takes place during
the processing of raw materials or
car manufacture. Factories which
process raw materials smother the
planet's carbon absorption
capacity,

processed they are transported_
either to car component factories
or straight to car production! _
assembly_plants. These are massive
hangar i e constructions which
cover huge areas of land thereby
smothering even more of the
planetfs ife giving processes Car
factories, however, compose only a
fraction of the_total humber of
factories associated with car prod-
uction, There are a vast nueber of
car supply factories producing
components/accessories for the car
industry,

-t

VI: Car Accessories.
Dver the_last decade there has been
a dramatic increase in the number
of car accessories. This is primar-
ily due to the emergence of the
micro-chip industry which has
computerized a large proportion of
a car's mechanics,
Dnce upon a time car accessories
meant radios and additional car
headlights, Today, there are stereo
casset e players, car phones, air
conditioning units,_refrigerators,
power steering, miniature tele-
vision sets, computerized_anti-
locking systems, computerized
suspension systems, etc,, In the
pipeline are head up disglays such
as those used in Jet fig ters and,
‘An anti-noise technology could
soon make Japanese cars among the
uietest in the world,‘ (New

gcientist 28.3.92),
The factories manufacturing these
products also adversely ef ect the
planet's ecology, -

P /Mm.
xi) Oil. my

I: Oil Extraction.
Huge deposits of oil have been_
found a_l over the world, Multinat-
ional oil corporations constantly
search for new sources of oil and
carry out a large number of test
dril s to see i an area, whether
on land or under the sea, has
enough oil to make it profitable to
extract, As a conseguehce of nearly
a centur of oil drilling there are
now 2 million bore holes around the
world (Heathcote Uilliams, p,47),
‘The Uorld Bank is giving a $100
million loan to Petroecuador for
exploration and development of new
oi fields in the Amazon,f (Greg
Gordon, p,8), ‘Dil_coepanies are to
drill at one of Britain's best _
known monuments ahd beauty spots in
the hope of starting onshore oil-
fields,‘ (Guardian, 9,4,9), p,2),
The environment is damaged by every
oil well, and even by test drill-
' L of and areing, _arge areas _
despoile by drilling,
Some oil wells are located in
inaccessible places which
neccesitates the building of roads.
Dil is extracted usihg oil derr-
icks, The factories in which these
are constructed destroy the land's
carbon absorbing poten ial,
Dnce crude oil has been extracted
from the grouhd it needs to be
transported either by supertankers,
lorries or pipelines, to be
refined,

II: Sgpertankers.
The fac ories in which supertankers
are constructed destroy large areas
of land which are no longer able to
carry out photosynthesis,
III: Oil Pipelines.
Dne of the longest, and most infam-
ous, oil pi elines stretches across
the vast wilderness of Alasaka, But,
there are thousands of others
around the world, "For_nearly 20
years, international oil companies,

ed by Texaco, have sucked oil from
a vas reserve near the headwaters
f th A A elin t t ho e mazon. pig e s re c es

from the Driente (t e Ecuadorian
Amazon), climbs nearly 10,000 feet
over the Andes and drops back down
to the coast for refining export
(mostly to the US)," (G ordon p8),
The factories manufacturing oil
pipelines smother the Eart ‘s life
sustaining processes,
IV: Oil Refineries.
Crude oil is taken to oil refiner-
ies to be processed, There_are a
vast number of oil refineries _
around the world each one of which
suffocates the Earth's carbon‘
absorbing potential.

? 



The refined oil is transported to '1t takes a rong time for the
countries all over the_world and ¢°rr°51ve pope, of the 5,; 19
th d h d into oil stora e d‘ ' '1 11
deegtsfsgnghgfie oil depots redgce lasolve and dispgsgf °1'1?p1 5P 1 ,
The 5iT1h'5 P0°1°5Y"1h@11¢ SAPAE‘ tgregteg liilne life 135$ after the
11Y- The 011,15 10¢" 1l‘i"§P°"1-911 DY event, Even now the remnants of
1°TTl°5 1° 1111 the "°'1d 5 fi°1'°1 pollution from the Amoco Cadiz.
51311005 VDIAD 115° “Educ? 1 9 wrecked in Harch 1978, are inter-
P1i"E1'5 £3100" ¢3P3¢11Y- fering with the reproduction of
V: Petrol Additives.
Because of complaints about the
ooman health roblems caused by the The ecological damage caused by oil
use of lead lg petrol. oil compan- $01115 A1 593 135 "911 yfi Q“ 1a“dé
ies developed ' ead freef petrol 15 9Xi¢11Y 109 5399 35 3 °§“§e
using other types of_additiye, The DY the construction of roags hey
factories manufacturing additives 5"11°¢A19 10° P1909‘ 5.13’ 9"abs t a acit , Dil spills at
also affect the planet’ seaobeoégnofitpsunll ht which reduce. . 9 .VI: 011 Spills at Sea, photosynthesis, _0il spills also t
The corollary of the ever increas- P°15°" "GT1"? 111° ""110 SBTTY °"
ing oil extraction process has been

‘ ' b r of oil s illsan increasing num e P .
There haye been a number of spect-
acular oil spills at sea when
supertankers have run aground or
been involved in accidents. The

léitiieiiiiililliiiii§1ii1‘1i'i..
Exxon Valdez lt should be noted
that, '0ut of 1,136 instances of
ships in breach of regulations to
prevent pollution only 2 weret d ' (Gd 0.1 .91. 0.6)P'°5e‘“ 9 ' “ ' Virtually alI)the world's major oil
It has been argued. however, that
to, “focus on isasters as aberrat-
' lt' f om cor orate reedions resu ing r p _g un ess_ ey are e _
is to mystify the real operational dramatic incident, The Ecuadorian
character of an entire social and pipeline mentioned above has suff-
technological system. The real ered massive leaks, ‘For the past
spillage oes on every day, every
minute, wgen capitalism and mass
technics appear to be 'working'
more or less according to plan The imore than the Exxon_Valdez spill)
Exxon Valdez containe some 1,2 gnto the rainforest, (Greg Gordon,
million barrels of oil. (one barrel
is roughly equal to 10 gallons; one
tonne of oil is roughly equal to A
barrels of oil): at any given time Vhenever there is a uge oil spill
750 million barrels (i.e, _
7,500,000,000 gallons) are floating
on the world's waters, In 1979, the spring into action to ‘clean up the

fish around the coast of Brittany
(New Scientist 21,5,G7),

photosynthesis.

VII: Oil S ills on Land.
pipelines leak constantly, Some-
times major leaks occur. However,
they too tend to go unreported

l th t resu t of a

two decades, this pipeline and
other oil activities leaked nore
than 16 million gallons of oil

VIII: C1ean—Up Ogerations.

at sea the public is immediate y
outraged and various authorities

amount of oil lost worldwide on mess‘, Unfortunately, ‘clean up‘
land and sea through spillage. operations_carried out by hi-tech.
fire and sinkings reached a peak low-eco, minded people are often
of 328 million gallons: since then worse for the environment than the
it has dropped o between 24 and 55 oil itself, "Chemical dispersants.
million a year, except for 1983, which are considered to be only
when tanker accidents and oil blow- 10%-30$ effective under ideal
outs in the Iran-lraq war brou ht
the total up to 242 million gmIl- toxic," (George Bradford), Some 13

conditions, are themselves highl
ons, Industry analysts say t at years after t e sinking of the
major oil spills have dec ined, but moco Cadiz, which is still the
that smaller spills continue to biggest oil spill in history, the
take place all the time. Host of
the oil in the oceans comes not
from accidents but municipal and crude oil but detergent, In effect,
industrial run-off, the c eaning of
ships bilges and other routine
activities," (George Bradford),
The onl time the media_takes an
interest in oil spills is when a

' ‘d t rs which thre

main pollutant still lingering
around the sunken wreck is no
public opinion is forcing multi-
national oil companies to spend
money on something that is not
mere y futile but ecologically
damaging,

at IX: Wars

T 3
major acci en occu - , . _ _
ens to devastate a large area of _ Shi s sunk durin wars cause oil
coastline, The vast malority of oil pol ution and_a iminution of the
spills, however, are too small to planet's ability to extract carbon,
make the frontline news. A record
791 oil spills occurred around _ iran-Iraq war dumped up to A mill-
Gritain's coasts in 1990. according ion barrels of oi from 7 damaged
to a survey for the advisory wells," (Guardian, 1,2.91. 0.2 ).
Committee on the Protection of the
Sea," (Guardian 13.8.91, p,4),

1983's Nowruz oil spill in the

9-.J1~
X: Lubricating Oil
Besides petrol, cars also need lub-
ricating oil - another source of
pollution, It has just been noted
that it is not the ct l_ _ spe acu ar
spills of crude oil which cause the
biggest environmental damage but
the massive number of everyday
spiils, The same is true for ubri-
cating oil, ‘Every two and a half
weeks home mechanics create an oil
spill the size of the one at
Valdez, Alaska, Each year 1,2 bill-
ion gallons of oil are guzzled by
vehicles in the US with half of it
burning up in the engines they lub-
ricate (a naior source of gol ution
itself) while the other G0 million
gallons are removed at oil change
_ime, The American Petroleum Inst-
itute, an industry association
estimates that at least 240 million
gallons of the latter figure are
improperly disposed of during home
changes by being dumped in sewers,
directl onto t dy _ e groun or in
garbage which then winds ug in
andfills,' (E,B, Haple p, ),

"in the US each year, oil spiils 20
times the Exxon aldez oil spill
fall on roadsides or down drains,
and can contaminate aquifers and
rivers,“ (TEST 'Vrong Side of the
Tracks p,G), ‘It has been estimat-
ed that in the US about 210 million
gallons (955 million litres) oi
used motor oii (more than 20 times
the amount spilled by the Exxon
Valdez) are poured onto the ground,
down the drain or buried, every
year, (TEST 'Urong Side of the
racks‘ p,1B9),

In Britain, 'Approximately_B30,000
tonnes of lubricating oil is used
in this country each year, of which
270,000 tonnes is rec aimed,"
(Green Activist, September 1990,
p,6), '28 million gallons of motor
oil go missing in our freshwater
system," (‘Ha Car Disease‘ p,1),
The dumping of lubricating oil into
sewers and thus into rivers has a
number of adverse environmental
effects, “it is illegal to dump
waste oil into rivers or down
drains, If it leaks into the ground
it can_ruin our water supply and
kill wildlife, if oil gets into the
sewage system, it kills the bacter-
ia t at reak_down and clean the
effluent. It is estimated that
between S0 and 100,000 tonnes of
waste oil is unaccounted for each
year, Huch of this oil is dumped
down drains or burned," (Green
Activist),
Dne of the bizarre results of the
illegal dumping of waste lubricat-
ing oil into_t e sewer system is
that sewage is not properly mascar-
ated at waste treatment plants but
becomes giued together into huge
seuage s icks, In 1989 a yachtsman
sailing up the Humber estuary, just
past t e city of Hull, found him-
self ploughing through, "two
enormous slic s of raw sewage both
about 100 yards long It was so bad
my wife was nearl ill,“ (Hull
Daily Hail 11,7,B9), 100 yard long
turds; now there's a nove ty,
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Ho ever, h t ' f ' '
this chapteg issngt i§§°§§§t In
industr s eneral environ entaltfi'é'3S.1113 1l3.'B?'iié'¢§1zSfi*' orcycle, just as was e case with
crude oil/petrol, lubricating oil
causesia twofold reduction in the
pianet s carbon absoption capacity,
irstly, uhen spread over the land

or water it biocks out sunlight and
thereby curtails the photosynthes-
izing process, The area which could
be a fected by oil spills is _
extremely large, ‘A gallon of oii
s ilt on water covers an area twice
the size of a football pitch,‘
(Green Activist), .

Secondly, photosynthesis is also _
reduced by the poisoning of aquatic
and land_ ased piant-li e, Used
lubricating_oil_is highly toxic,
‘Haste lubricating oi used in car
engines contains etween 1S and 20%
harmful additives, These include:
ghosphorus, magnesium, sodium,
oron, zinc, and biocides The oil

aiso absorbs an extra 5t_lead, Esso
did some tests on oil which had
been used in a petrol engine for
15,000 miles and concluded that the
oil had become substantially
carcinogenic,‘ (Green Activist),
‘Used oil is considerably more
toxic and carcinogenic t an the
Exxon crude; one gallon can
contaminate one million gallons of
fresh water,‘ ('Urong Si e of the
Tracks‘ p,B),

xii)

R
The Car Service Sector.

The revious sections have mention-
ed t e vast number of factories
involved in the car industry, The
Earth's carbon capacity is reduced
even further, however, by the
buildings yhich provide motoring
services, i,e, petrol filing
stations, garages, car sale show-
rooms, car hire firms, motorway
cafeterias, car accessory/component
shops, etc.. Large numbers of
offices are_also needed to grovide
administrative services suc as car
insurance, yehicle registration,
the collection of roa tax and
petrol_tax, the AA and RAC, local
authority transport departments,_
etc,, etc,, The buildings servicing
cars destroy the carbon absorbing
potential o the land on which t ey
are built,
Each one of these car-related
buildings would be built with raw
materia s from mines all over the
world Each mine would damage the
planet's carbon absoprtion
capacity,

...-'=""'"*I""-"""""4' '2,
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xiii) The Car
Disposal Industry.

I: Cars.
Dnce cars have_come to the end of
their useful life (or, as is more
likel‘ to be the case, when they

t 1 '
E§§§u§§°3r“Efi§%gl5§ ¥a;filon§dor
built in obsolescence) they have to
be dis osed of, ‘Vestern Europe has
a popuIation of about i20_mil ion
cars, around 7! or B million of
which are scrapged each year. About
25% of the weig t of vehicles,
involving main y plastics, glass
and rubber, has to be dumoe
because no economic recyc ing
processes are available,‘ (Finan-
cial Times 30,10 90 p,30), ‘ln

t E la an and the USAwes ern urooe, p _ ,
nearly 40 mi lion cars are_discar-
ded every year.‘ (‘The Environ-
mental Impact of the Car‘ p,4S),

II: Tyres.
There is also a need for tyre
disgosal, ‘Every year, bil ions of
rub er tyres are produced around
the globe for all_forms of motoriz-
ed vehicles and bicycles. In the
United States, 240 million tyres
are discarded every gear 12 mill-
ion in Australia,‘ i ew Scientist,
20.10.90), '23 million tgres are
discarded each year in t e UK
alone," (‘Had Car Disease‘ p,1),
III: Car Batteries.
Dne of the more intractable dispos-
al groblems concerns the disposal
of atteries, ‘Batteries are dumped
in large numbers, 100 million are
discar ed every year,‘ (‘The Envir-
onmental Impac_ of the_Car' p,45),
Eventually their plastic casing
cracks and toxic chemicals lea
into the environment, Leaking
batteries are a major pollutant
which poison vegetation and thus_
reduce the Eart ‘s carbon absorbing
capacity,
IV: Landfil Sites.
"Vestern Europe, Japan and the US
d‘ d 40 ' 1' h liscar mi ion ve ic es
annually, and for years to come 20$
or more of each one rill be buried
in scarce landfill sites,“ (John
Vidal, Guardian 1B,10,91, p,31),
Scrap car dealers buiid up huge
stoc piles of cars which smot er
the land and destroy its capacity
for photosynthesis Just as much as
if it was uried under cement,
Tyre disposal takes four forms;
tyre dumps, landfil, tyre inciner-
a ion and tyres into energy. As
regards tyre dumps and landfil,_"At
present, about 1 million of Brit-
ain's estimated annual 27 million
scrap tyres are dumped in land _
fi or tored T res do not bio-

~ '-_" -‘ “*4 e ra e in .I 1:11"l“h\ 11*‘ d llsd '5 landfill dumps " (New... ...'§"5 _- Scgentist, 3,11,90), Just as was
\ _e.# ‘ , mm the case with car dumps, tyre dumps

, m» 1 » '- smother the Earth's life sustaining
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xiv) Free Range Motoring
and Motor S orts.

I: Dff-Road Vehicles, r
The car industry's damage to the
planet's carbon capacity is consid-
erabie enough when motorists are
confined to the roads which have
been so lavishly laid out for them,
However, over t e last couple of
decades, a range of yery powerful,
off track, motor vehicles, from
snowmobiles to four wheel drives,
etc,, have gone into mass_prod-
uction whic _enable motorists to _
drive over virtually any terrain in
the_world, ‘Damage o nany (conser-
vation)_areas by activities of
recreationists is extensively
documented, Indeed, one author
reviewed the impacts of off-road
vehicles on pub ic lands in the US
and concluded th&t_VlrfUG11K every
type of ecosystem in_North_ merica
has been damaged by insensitive use
of off-road vehicles,‘ (Bill
Devall, p,102), The damage to plant
life caused by off-road vehicles
tearing over he countryside
reduces the planet's carbon
capacity,
II: Motor Racing.
Almost as soon as t e_car was in-
vented, racing competitions were
set up, As time went by the compet-
itions became more and more varied
and involved every conceivable type
of vehicle from grand prix racing,
dra rac'n to saloon car r '
and latest of ail,_monster dump-
sters, The stadia in which these
events take place are responsible
for destroying the land's ~
photosynthetic capacity,

xv) Electricity Production.
Electricity is needed throughout
all phases of the car cycle
described above from the mining of
raw materials, road construction,
road maintenance, the car manufact-
uring process, to car disposal,
etc,, he car_industry's consumpt-
ion of electricity means that it
must take a share of the damage
power stations cause by smothering
the Earth's carbon absortion capac-
ity, The car industry does not use
al the electricity produced by
power stations and cannot be b amed
for all the damage to the demand
side of the carbon cycle - its
share of the destruc ion would be
in proportion to its consumption of
the total electricity produced by
power stations,



xvi) !g1ti—Nationa1
flggd/Qgg[0i1 Corporations
Reinvesting in Ecological

Qevastation.
After shagging e p anet so spite-
fully during he manufacturing pro-
cess, it night have been thought
that multinational road/carioil
corporations would_have spent some
of their vast profits restorin or
protecting the environment - a?ter
all, most car advertisements feat-
ure cars being driven throu h glor-
ious and, if it wasn't for ghe road
itself, unblemished countryside,
Not a bit of it. Hultinational
road/car/oil corporations have been

h r of the Am -snapping up uge_a eas . az
on rain orest which they then put
to the torch, ‘Volkswagen has a
ranch covering an area the size of
one of Brazil s north-eastern
states, and transformed the forest
there into cattle pasture using
fire. The fires don't bring an
benefit to the local people, the
poorer population They only tran-
sform wea th, that is rees, into
ashes,‘ (Guardian 1.9.88, p.6),
Shell's subsidiary, Billiton, is
part of a consortium which has been
granted 30,000 hectares of land in
eesgegg)Amazonia.' (New Statesman

"In Brazil where corporations like
Goodyear,_Volkswageh, Nestle and
Mitsubishi have s ripped millions
of acres of rainforest for lumber
and cattle ranching,‘ (George
Bradford, p.76),
Japan is the world's largest
importer of tropical rainforest
timber, Many of the logging
companies belong to the same multi-
national corporations which
manufacture well known cars:-
The multi-national corgoration
lchi-Kan logged 1,039, 00 cubic
metres of wood and owns the Isuzu
car company,
Fuyo logged 1,030,000 cubic metres
of wood and owns the Nissan car

an ~ -S909 _Y. ,Hitsui logged 474,000 cubic metres
of wood an owns the Toyota car
company, _
Hitsubi logged 467 cubic metres
of wood an owns t tsubi car
company, _
South ast Asia 1987, Source;
Hadfield and Kuroda,
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"Jaganese brand names unconnected
wit the logging trade are Susuki
and Honda," Ro Harrison ‘Ethical
Consumer‘ p.11),

Fate .

xvii) flhe Car Industry's
Impact on the Demnd Side
of the Carbon Cgcle.

All o he above examp es of the
car industry's destruction of the
demand side of the glanet's carbon
cycle are_guantifia le, Unfortun-
a eiy, whi st there is large amount
of information about the levels of
pollution emitted from car exhausts
there is very little available
about the destruction of the
Earth's photosynthetic capacity. It
is hoped that in the future more
work wili be done on this aspect of
the car industry's impact on the~
carbon cycle,
the only figures available for car
industry damage to the demand side
of the carbon cycle are those_for
the amount of land smothered in
cement and tarmac, 'Renner calcul-
ates that 60,000 sqr miles are
given over to car use in the USA,
equal to 10! of all arable space,"
(‘The Environmental Impact of the
Car‘ p.49); ‘Vhen you add_up all
the space devoted o parking lots,
expressways, clover ieafs, round-
abouts, f yovers, bridges, gas
stations and garages, close to a
third of all and in cities goes to
accommodate the automobile.“ (Eric
Draper), Given that it has been
estimated that cities occupy 2% of
the la at‘ land fa hep n s sur ce,
overall area covered by cars could
amount to about 1% of he planet's
total land surface,
The car industry's effect on the
demand side of he carbon cycle
must be seen in the context of _
estimates of the total reduction in
the planet's carbon capacity which
has taken place since the second
world war, ‘Before world war 2,
photosynthesizers on land produced
perhaps 150 billion tons of dry
weight of organic matter each year.
Now, thanks o the activities of
our species, the annual production
of organic material in terrestrial
ecosystems (both natural and human
controlled) has fallen to only
about 130 billion tons. Some of the
reasons for the decline in product-
ivity are fairly simple and obvi-
ous; photosynthesis cannot occur on
or under buildings, parking lots,
airports, streets or highways,"
(Ehrlichs 'Earth' p.150 .
Vhat the Ehrlichs are saying is
that the demand side of he carbon
cycle has declined by approximately
1 1 over the last fi ty years, This
is a frightening and dangerous red-
uction in the p anet's life support
system, It is possible that the car
industry is responsible for a
significant proportion of this
re uction,
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xvii) The Car and the Supply
Side of the Carbon Cycle.
The previous chapter showed how the
car industry exacerbates global
warming by reducing the p anet's
ability to absorb carbon. Ihlfi _
chapter explores the ways in which
the car industry contri utes_to
global warmin hrough boosting the~ 1supplyhsideho tge caroontcycleF-
éiir. ,,,..1'.22".T'11.°1'.'.?°m‘.1..l1'1-',,-.°'
contribution to the denand side of
the carbon cyclehighlighted in the
previous chapter, t ere is a corr-
esponding contribution to the supp-
iy side of the carbon cycle. This

lm st table that theis a o inevi given
expenditure of energy, and thus the
re ease of carbon emissions, is
usually involved whenever some part
of the car industry damages the
planet's photosynt etic capacity,
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Discussions about car pollution
almost exciusively concentrate on
exhaust emissions, This emphasis
overlooks the massive leve s of
poliution enitted throughout the
entire car industry, This chapter
highlights the pol ution produced
throug out the car cycle and _
attempts to gauge_the proportion of
car exhaust emissions to total car
industry emissions, It is theoret-
ically possible to calculate quite
accurately how much pollution is
produced y the car industry if
only the practical ecological work
was done. In each of the cases
below it should be possible to
determine how much carbon pollution
is released.
It should be repeated that aithough
car industry emissions_contribute
to a wide range of environmental
damage, the concern of this work is
not with environmental damage in
general, nor with the effec of car
pollution on ooman heaith, but with
the effect of these emissions on
the carbon cycle,

xviii) Road Construction.
I: The Mining of Raw
Materials.
Huge amounts of fuel are used to
drive the machines which carry out
the mining and quarrying operations
for the raw materials used in road
construction, This produces gollut-
ion which contributes to glo al
warming, 1
The construction of the bu
associated with mining e,g
and canteens, etc,, requires
energy, These buildings need elect-
rici y for heating, lighting and
power, Electricity generation
causes carbon pol u ion,

The manufacture of the machines
which excavate raw materials
requires energy whether in the form
of fossil fue s or electricity
which causes yet more pollution,
II: The Construction of
Roads to Service Mines.
The construction of roads_to mining
sites requires the expenditure of
EHEPQY,
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III: The Processing of Raw
Materials. _
The transportation of raw materials
to refineries/smelting works regu-
ires energy, Large quantities o
energy are used uring the refin-
ing/smelting processes, The prod-
uc ion of t e energy used in these
processes causes po lution and the
processing itself generates more
pollution,
IV: The Manufacture of
Iinnmacx
The manufacture of tarmac requires
a huge expenditure of energy.
X: The Manufacture of

GMEHI .
It was noted in the last chapter
that suffocating the Earth in
cement reduces he planet's carbon
absoption capacity, The manufacture
of cement reguires the expenditure
of energy an this causes pollution
which contributes to_globa warm-
ing, The third contgi1ution_which
cemen ma es o o a warmin is
through the chemical reactiong
involved in the manufacturing
process, ;The gggandlior cement now
runs a a ou mi ion ons er
year worldwide, To produce_this?
21312"l§.,'1"i',‘$',1"12I:".,,2'§§1.l1-'2,‘,11,“'
to 1450C, Not only does this heat-
ing use fossil fuels, which produce
E2,ii,i“i,,1’2§ '§i'l?,§.,‘8?1'§?,,i-‘.1...
quantities oi the same gas. This
h 1' t CaC0 isappens as imes one, _ 3:
converted to calcium oxide, Ca0,
and its dreaded C0,_escapes, Heat
1000 kilograms of limestone and you
release 4 0 kg of C0,, Assuming
that 500 million tonnes of lime-
stone are used for this purpose
each year, then more than 2.0 _
million tonnes of CD2 are spewing
out into the atmosphere from cement
works alone, This represents more
than 44 kilograms or a million
litres of this gas for every
inhabitant on t e planet every
year,“ (John Emsley, p.81),
Unfortunatel , it is not known what
proportion oi this 220 million tons
of 0, should be allocated to the
car industry,
VI: The Manufacture of
Drainege Pipes. _
The pro uction and transportation
of drainage pipes also requires
energy,

VII: Road Laying. _
The transportation of raw/refined
materials to motorway sites causes
further carbon emissions, The con-
struction of roads is an energy
intensive process which causes more
pollution,

VIII: Road Landscaping. _
The construction of tunnels, brid
ges, the diversion of rivers. etc
as well as general landscaping,
involves the ex enditure of energy
causing more pollution. _
IX: Pollution from Roads.
Roads themselves are a source of
pollution, Sun baked asphalt
releases methane which contributes
to global warming,

xix) Road Maintenance.
I: Road Repairs. _
The machines used to repair roads
require fuel, The depots in which
the vehicles and materials are_
stored require electricity. Main-
taining the vehicles and machines
requires the expenditure of yet
more energy,
II: Maintaining Roadside
Verges.
The vehicles used to maintain
roadside verges consume fuel. The
manufacture of pesticides requires
energy‘which causes more pollution,

----—-----_-----------__.__.._..__.._....__._ needed for the manufacture of cars,

vr""'
F /’au.r4‘.¢m ,.

III' Saltin "‘
Mining the ,,i§I.-. used on roads
entai s the exgenditure of energy,
Transporting t e salts to de otsaround the country entails the use
of further ener y, Salt storage
depots require geatin and light-
ing, The vehicles uses to spread
sa t on roads consume energy,

xx) Traffic Services.
I: The Manufacture of
Traffic Service E uipment.
The manufacture of tr;1fic service
equipment requires energy which
¢a“5°$ P°11"11°0, The V351 BPPBY 01 every primary material from its ore
giigiécegygli¢9yhP'°V1d9¢ 101 001' turns out to be an energg consuming
able a.oun,; 5, s "§°.°1 ¢°"§1d@T‘ process, As we exploit e world's
are around 3o°Oo3 Pi '1€1iY» 10°19 resources, the grade of ore depos-

T 5 T99 19015, its is tending o fall so that we

xxi) Igg Cg;
nufacturin P ocess.

I: Mining for Raw'Materials.
The analysis used to ascertain the
pollution released durin the
mining of raw materials Ior road
construction is applicable to the
mining of raw materials needed in
car manufacture,
It is likely that the ex enditure
of energy, and thus the level of
pollution, required by mining will
increase in the future as the min
ing industry is forced to exploit
more and more inaccessible depos-
its, ‘The preparation of almost

2,500 illuminated SIQHS and bO11“ are uging mgre ener in the re
ards and 11 000 non-illuminated aration and mining gieps ‘ (Mglcglm
2:231,;2."'.fi;;.,lf“i12;.:iiE1‘2f2§:- 352:5’ ‘MY 1" iv smirk‘
ing and lamp changing. In addition
re airs are ' d t ' t .iifiiiilfi».:§§1§i§:i§i2i‘§:Ei3ie'° iii-11.i151°°e“‘"‘ °‘. . , . . gain, e same carbon anal sis
§;:L?t§bat§§g°"1g, (""11 CIVIC used above lfl.thE section oi theP, - processing of raw materials for
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road cons ruction is applicable to
the processing of raw materials

The car industry uses huge amounts
of energy, plas ics, metals, chem-
ical so vents, paints, etc,, each
of which needs energy to be
manufactured,
It was mentioned in the previous
chapter that iron ore from the

11*" Amazon is used in the ma f t
iEx(ON crate Saddam oftcars, The iron ore isngmgltgde
i gsing charcoal obtained fromh

. . . urnin mi ions o ,
Hussem for 1115 3¢110115- production of charcoaieggusese

pollution. The smelting process
itself creates pollution,
III: Car, and Car Component,
Factories.

meet this threat to our The transportation of the refined
materials either to car component
or car production, factories

vital interests in the involves the release of vehicle
A exhaust emissions,

' |. - Energy is needed to manufacture car
. Persian l.l|'F 1111111 components, More energy is required

to transport the components to the
e factories where the cars are manu-

factured or assembled, The manufac-
turing process in car plants

solution is reached.” requires large amounts of energy,

P..,. F/Q»
The construction of car production!
assembly plants (as well as the
vast number of car component fact-
ories) involves the expenditure of
more energy and thus more
pollution,
A; CFCs; Many of the plastics used
in the manufacture of cars are
treated with CFCs. ‘CFCs are still
used in the manufacture of car
seating.‘ (‘Mad Car Disease‘ p,6),
IV: Car Accessories.
It was pointed out in the corres-
ponding section of the last chapter
that as a resuit of rise of the
micro-electronics industry there
has been a considerable growth in
the use of computerized accessories
in cars. A significant part of the
cars‘ mechanics has now been
computerized,
The construction of car accessory
plants requires energy. The running
of these plants requires energy,
The manufacture of car accessories
requires yet more energy and the
manufacturing process causes more
pollution,
A, Air Conditioning Units and CFCs,
It is commonly bel eved that most
CFCs are used in aerosols or in
home or retail refrigerators, How-
ever, the biggest consumer of CFCs
seems to be cars, Although CFCs are
used in the_car_manufacturing_
process their biggest use is in air
conditioning uni_s ‘A substantial
proportion, possibly more than half
of the CFCs entering the atmos-
phere,_comes from leaking air
conditioners in American cars,‘
(James Lovelock ‘The Practical
Science‘ p.179),
B. Fuel Consumed by Car Access-
ories, The use of increasing num-
bers of car accessories involves an
increase in petrol consumption, ‘As
the fuel consumed in_traction
decreases, the relative importance
of the fuel demand of vehicle
accessories increases. Air condit-
ioners, power steering, alternat-
ors, water and oil pumps and lights
all contribute to fuel consumption,
In particular, air conditioning
systems are most demanding in erms
o energy consumgtion,‘ ( EST
'Urong ide of t e Tracks‘ p,237).
It would be interesting to discover
what fraction of fuel consumption
is used to keep car accessories
functioning,

xxii) Oil.
I: Oil Extraction,
Drilling for oil requires energy,
The construction of drilling rigs
requires energy.

I
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Uhen oil is extracted, vast quant-
ities of vapour from crude oil
escape into_the atmosphere, Gases
found alongside oil deposits are
often fiared off producing huge
quantities of pol ution.
The construction of roads to oil
wells located in inaccessible
places necessitates the use of
EHEFQY,

Dnce crude oil has been extracted
from the ground it is transported
by supertankers, lorries or by 
pipelines. ‘Crude oil requires_
exploration, boring of production
we ls, gipes and a processing stage
in whic_ the many components of

d l arated into a widecru e oi are sep _
range of useful products. Dil can
be produced ,, with a recgcle of
0,0 7% of the energy in t e crude
oil, Dn the other and, the refin-
ing stage can absorb up to 13% of
the energy in the crude_oil, For
many energy sources it is the
actual de ivery of the energy which
is energy-consuming,‘ (Slesser
‘Energy in the Economy‘ p.65),
II: Supertankers.
The oil industry is one of the big-
gest users of_sugertankers,_‘The
movement of oil y sea is vital to
the world's economy and one_of its
biggest businesses, accounting_for'
40 of all seaborne trade,‘ ( ich-
ael Cross G Mick Hamer ‘How to Seal
a Supertanker‘ p.40),
The construction of factories to
make supertankers requires energy,
The construction of supertankers
requires energy, The use of super-
tankers requires energy, .
III: Oil Pipelines.
The construction of the factories
which manufacture oil pipelines
requires energy, The manufacture of
pipelines requires energy, Pumping
oi through pipelines requires ye
more energg, Given that some pipe-
lines are undreds and sometimes
thousands of miles long, this
requires a lot of energy.
IV: Oil Refineries.
The construction of oil refineries
requires ener9Y. The operation of
oil refineries requires energy, ‘A
car usefully uses about 15! o the-
chemicai energy in petrol, while
the making of getro involves a
loss of a out 0! of the energy in
the original crude oil," (Slesser
‘Energy in the Economy‘ p.24),
The transportation of petrol via
supertankers to petrol depots
around the world requires energy,
The construction of oil storage
depots requires energy, The
transportation of pe rol to the
world's petrol filing stations
requires yet more energy,
V: C1ean—Up Operations.
Clean up operations involve the
transportation of equipment and
personnel and this consumes energy,

he use of chemical dispersants
requires energy,
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VI: Oil Hell F1re8¢ IV: Recyclin T res.
Vhilst oil spills contrlbute 10 Tyre recyclin fits become much more
Q1°001 1310109 01 d101y109 105 commonplace, It involves the expen-
P10051'5 151000 005019 1°" SAP diture of energ which createsacity, oil well fires contribute to pollution, and inc recycling
global warming through atmospheric process itself causes urther
pollution. Vhereas a tempts can be pollution,
made to ‘clean up‘ oil spills noth-
in can be done about fires except V: Tyres-into-Energy.
ex1inguish_them as rapidly as poss- In America so many tyres are disc-ible - a difficult and dangerous arded they are fed into_incinerat-
procedure. ors to roduce electricity, ‘Uithonly 301 retreaded, the disposal of
VII! "BT81 The P111118 °1 911 tyres is a major environmental
1'1e115- . . . problem, In the US, the ‘tyres-to-Iraq's sabotage of Kuwaiti oil ane,gy- §¢he@e get up in 1 73 is
"5115 "05 P51 BP5 109 V0151 5100915 used in 80 electricity generatingof this tyre of rellvtlon,  plants r crcsr ‘Vrong s,oe of theracks‘ p.252). rm, urning of
111111 1-"1"‘1¢B_1111§ 011- _ ‘ tyres in high temperature urnacesCars emit pollution rom their ex- require; 3 great deal of energy
080515 000 5091055» 'Ei10 V501 1.2 which causes pollution, Burning the'é“1é11.121‘11',1£1',%‘.i1f,1'ifi'§1’ fr-= -1- v *"=r=*11~**~"~
ii burning up in the engines they VI: Toxic Haste
lubricate (a major source of pol - Incienemuon, ,
ution itselfl." 1E.B. 05015 0.91. Much of the waste from the carindustry either ends up in landfil

sites or is burnt in incinerators,
‘ xxiii) 'I'_l_\_g___(;gg_ Toxic waste-‘incinerators require areat deal of energy to keep theService Sector. — -

The construction of the huge numb- 1%:?:g:§,::5h;?2Otggiggggures'
9'5 °1 b“11d1"95 1“ the 131 i"f"' considerable amounts of pollutioin,structure, from petrol filing stat-
ions, arages, car showrooms, car , C, _
hire firms, motorway cafeterias, Xalni, gm? ,:),1,,%,e:?,‘;i';:,1é1,'53 ,,§’§'
E31 ‘¢‘°55°'Y/‘°"p°"e91 5h°P5' ca’ their used oil along to their local
P0115» 00 a"d.R0c °11“e5' ‘E’ _ ‘waste recycling‘ centre, Unfortun-insurance office blocks, car reg -
istration, offices for the collect- iiiilrdiigii,i§,“ih§‘§t§‘§,§'°‘°"131°1,£§i',i1,'1.111,"11§i,32.1"" ,1 1, 1, r==i=1=d- aw,-depgrtmentsy e,c_’ requ,re5_,a,ge most of it is given o garages o
amounts of energy. These buildings ggitgs :,cg§:£5L°':egL1igaiéngore
also consume large amounts of _ '- -‘ - -,,,,,,,,,,, ,, ,,,,,,, ,,,,,~,, ,, B1112?'1-'1‘,§‘1‘,2',i1"2,12I-"i,,1‘§,‘$221.
11?ht1"9 3"“ p°"°' Y it causes e oil that is recovered is used for
'9 E351 °1 1°19 P°1 " ‘°“' fuel, Burning this oil releasesheavy metals, chlorines and fluor-re Currentlines into the atmosphe . Y

xxiv) The CB1" 111$ 0561 only heaters of oyer 3 megawatts

I. C “"1-“E11” 13511311,1’?iZ§?,‘§1§°1',1-",,?°i§i1,lI-' 3'5‘ ants Space heaters in 10,00The transportation of redundant garage, ,hr°u ho“, ihe ,Oun,, bu,“
cars to car dumps requires fuel,<=,-, ,,,,,, ,,1,,,1i, we ~,-=1 2' .1.§1'i,‘12'fi§°.,‘;21',?'i‘.',1I..!'i1.'"1on fire contribu e to atmospheric a1Y_, (Green Ac,,v,s,)_
pollution. -
II: Recycling Cars.
Rec clin consumes a great deal of ,
eneigy, ahich causes pollution, anc 1111111) 151191‘ P"°‘1"°11°“-
the recycling process itself_prod-
uces more atmospheric pollution.

III:_Tyres.
Dccasionally, a tyre dump 5011095
fire roducing prodigious amounts

I: Electricity. _
The car industry s consumption of
l t ' 't h b tlinede ec rici y as een ou _ _

above, Exactly how much electricity
the car indus ry uses_is not known.
Vhatever, the amount it must take
responsibility for a corres onding

of o1lution. A massive tyre dump ,- f th D it tron
in fiagersville, Canada, caught fire Blt§§i,i°§,°,h, E052: tR,fi§,,$_
and enerated such hi h temperatur-
es ii had to be left 10 burn until H, out
it £00190 0°00 BDPHE0 1° be b'°“9h1 The car industry's consumption of
under control, ‘In ebruary 1990 a oil has been ou lined above. Exact-
510 19 EVPP °1 1‘."1111°" V195 1“ l h h ' onsumed is not
580108 500001 111°, 105 1Y'°$ 0"T“1 khowg? Egggelgmgunts of oil andfor two weeks, The thick acrid,
black smoke from burning tyres
contains suspended particu ate
matter and a potentially lethal_

petrol are consumed simply to put
cars on the road and ma e petrol
available for motorists, Unfortun-
ately, most statistics about oil

00611811 01 90595,” 10°‘ 5E1°"‘151’ consumption do not distinguish
20.10.90). between the oil used by motorists

and that used by the car industry.

xxvii) Ca; Eghaust
Emissions.

The car industry's most well known
contribution to global warming is
pollution from car exhausts, I
I: The Scale of Car Exhaust
Pollution.
‘Motor_vehicles generate more air
ollution than an other single

human activity,‘ ihichael P, Valsh,
p.250).
II: The Number of Car
Exhaust Pollutants.
Car exhausts pumg out a huge number
of pollutants, ‘ ach car engine
pumps out about 1000 different
chemical compounds, with results
varying from the well documented to
the comgletely unknown,‘ (Steve
Elswort_. p,4 ). It is hardly
surprising then that one comment-
ator has amblasted today's car-
jammed streets as, ‘The open sewers
oi the car cult,‘ (Heathcote
Villiams, p.28),
III: The Carbon Greenhouse
Gases. _
The two main carbon greenhouse
gases emitted from car exhausts are
carbon dioxide (C0,) and carbon
monoxide (C0),
Ai C0,; fConsumption_of each gallon
of gasoline results in the emission
of about G gounds of carbon or 22
pounds of C 2,‘ (MP Valsh, p.284),

Each car roduces 4 times its own~..~ 5, ,-
1333,1153 ofrittrypiggg,
B: C0; ‘Motor vehicles (including
lorries) in Britain add around 8
million tonnes of carbon monoxide
to the environment each year,“
(Richard North, p.165), 1

IV: The Indirect Carbon
Contributors to the
Greenhouse Effect._
A: C0; C0 contributes directly and
indirectly to the greenhouse eff-
ect, Its indirect contribution is
much more significant than its
direct contribution, C0 destroys
hydroxgl,_a naturally occuring
a mosp_eric gas, which acts like a
cleansing agent oxidizing airborne
pollutan s and greenhouse gases,

he destruction of hydroxy allows
methane, the second most important

reenhouse gas, to accumulate in
the atmosphere, ‘C0 is responsible
for 80% of the hydroxyl radical
destruction, As concentrations of

fZ,..(L.1:m..
It has been estimated that, ‘C0
could be indirectly responsible for
increasing greenhouse warming b
20-40% through raising the levels
of methane and ozone. (TEST 'Vrong
Side of the Tracks‘ p.108),
V: The Global Level of
Carbon Pollution from Car
Exhausts.
The world's car population is res-
ponsible for dumpin a vast quant-
ity of carbon into the atmos here,
"Each year, the world's nearly 400
million cars spew about 550 million
tonnes of carbon into the atmosph-

102 of th t t 1 f fere, _ e o a rom ossil
fuels,‘ (Christopher Flavin, p.23)
"Passenger cars account for more
than 13 of the total CD, emitted‘
from fossil fuels worldwide, or
more than 700 million tons of
carbon annually,‘ (Marcia D Lowe
‘Rethinking Ur an Transport‘ p.57),

xxviii) The Car Industry's
 
to the Supply Side

of the Carbon C cle.
This chapter has invesii ated the
carbon pollution releaseg through-
out the entire car industry, This
section is concerned with assessing
the total contribution which car
industry pollution makes to the
supply side of the carbon cycle,
I: !5unmmmryu _ T
A: The Extraction_of Raw Materials.
This includes mining, quarrying,
oil exploration, gas flaring, oil
well fires, the escape of crude oil
vapours,

a
I

B; The Processing of Raw Materials,
Includes oil refining, pollution
from the creation of charcoal,
etc,, It was seen that the world-
wide manufacture_of_cement gener-
ates about 220 million tonnes of
C02 per_year, It is not known what
proportion of cement is used by the
car industry and it is not possible
to determine how much of this
pollution should be allocated to
the car industry,
C;_Road Construction and
Maintenance. Includes pollution

C0 increase, tropospheric concen- c from roads,
trations of DH decrease, allowing
other trace gases including green- D; Uaste Disposal. This includes
house gases such as methane, ozone, the incineration of waste mater-
nitrous oxides and C0 itself to ials, the production of energy from
accumulate,‘ (TEST ‘Vrong Side of waste, the so-called recycling of
the Tracks p.108). lubricating oil,

E: Electricity Consumption. This
covers the use of electricity thro-
ughout the entire car cycle, It is
not known how much elec ricitg is
used nor what proportion of t e _
pollution from power generation is
due to the car industry, However,

iven that the car industry uses
I t f lectric' darge amoun s o e i y an
given the fact that power s ations
generate huge quantities of poll-
ution, then the car industry could
be responsible for a considerable
amount of pollution from this
source,
F: Fuel Consumption, The car
industry uses arge_amounts of
fuel, Even if fue_ is not_consumed
directly by_cars it is being used
by the car industry, It mas pointed
out above that heavy vehicles
accounted for 11% o the_C0,
emissions but much of this could be
included as part of the pollution
generated by the car industry,
G: The Manufacturing Process,
Includes the manufacture of _
drainage pipes, traffic service
equipment, car components,
accessories, and cars.
H: Car Exhaust Pollution, This
covers both C0, and C0, It has been
noted that C0 from vehicle exhausts
could add between 20f40t of global
warming, However, this is no a
common y recognized figure - the
lntergovernmental_Pane on Climate
Change (IPCC) estimates that total
methane emissions from all sources
contributes only 15$ to the anthro-
po enic increase in global warming,
(IBCC ‘Climate Change‘ p,xx) _
Corresgondingly, this contribution
to glo al warming will be ignored,
Assume that car exhausts generate
15% of C0, emissions Given that
C0, contributes to SS! of the
anthropogenic increase lfl global
warming hen the contribution which
car ex austs make to total global
warming is 15% of 55$ i.e, I,

l; The Use of CFCs. If James
Lovelock's figure for the propor-
tion of CFCs released from cars is
true this would constitute the
bi gest single contribution cars
mafia to glo al warming, Despite the
fact tha the car industry dumps
far larger quantities of 02 into
the atmosphere than CFCs, CFCs have
a far bigger warming effect than
C02, Given that the IPCC estimates
that CFCs contribute nearly_24t to
the anthropogenic increase in
global warming (‘Climate Change‘
p,xx) then, on the basis of Love-
ock's figures, CFCs from car _

refigeration and air conditioning
units compose 50% of 24$ i.e, 12
of anthropogenic global warming, In
addition, t e car industry also
uses CFCs in other parts of the car
manufacturing process and this
would boost h8_CGf_lfldU51Py'S
total CFC contribution to g obal
warming even further, In compar-
ison, as was seen in the last
section, C02 from car exhaust
emissions contributes only 8% to
global warming.

2,... .S,....,r.....
J: Concluding Remarks, Most of the
items on this list of the car
industry's contribution_to carbon
pollution are unquantified - and
even those which are quantified are
subject to dispute, The sad fact is
that there are no exact measure-
ments for ang of the classificat-
ions highlig ted above, Given the
huge numbers of cars on the roads
an the widespread environmental
damage they_are causing this is
shoc ingly irresponsib e, Neither
the Bri ish government nor any of
the country's leading environmental
groups have attempte to ascertain

he total amount of pollution gen-
erated throughout the entire car
cycle let alone provide a compreh-
ensiye analysis of the impact which
car industry pollution has on the
planet,
Dne of the major misconceptions
arising from this ignorance about_
the ecological impact of the car is
the oyeremphasis given to exhaust
emissions, It has to be suspected,
even from the sketchy list given
above, that car exhaust emissions
are not the biggest contribution
cars make to g obal uarming, It
would seem that car industry poll-
ution has a greater impact on
global warming than car exhaust
emissions,

II: The Overall Effect of
Car Industrg Pollution on “
the Supply ide of the
Carbon gcle.
Although t_e figures for car indus-
try po lution were incomplete it is
strongly suspected that the car
indus ry generates more pollution
than car exhausts, If it was poss-
ible to calculate the pollution
generated by the entire car cycle,

rom mining, road construction and
maintenance, the production of
cement, the manufacture of car
components/accessories/traffic
services‘ equipment/cars, oil ext-
raction and refining, electricity
generation, car servicin , to the
car disposal industry, e1c., this
would probably revea that pollut-
ion from the car industr is great-
er than that from car exhausts,
Just two sources of car industry
pollution, the manufacture of
cement and the use of CFCs,
generate huge levels of pollution,
Such intuitions cannot be relied
upon but, in the absense of any
decent statistics, they are the
only means for developing a sense
of scale about the total pollution
caused by the car industry. By the
time a car leaves the production
line it has already generated a
long trail of ollution, The poll-
ution emitted gy vehicle exhausts
may be Just a fraction of that
re eased throughout the car cycle.
It is a mistake to focus upon car
exhaust emissions and ignore the
pollution from the rest of the car
industry,
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The previous chapter explored the car industry's contribution to the supply side of
the carbon cgcle i.e. i s carbon emissions. However, the car industry a so generates
large quanti ies of non-carbon greenhouse gases which add to the cars‘ imgact on
glo al warming. Given that the ocus of th s work is on the relationship etween the

l d the carbon c cle it mi ht seem that these additional contributionscar c c e an y
couldybe ignored. However, many of tge non—carbon greenhouse gases tend to have
indirect e fects on the planet s carbon cgcle whic need to be explored. The non-
carbon gases have secondary, and even ter iary, effects on global warming in which
they m erate global warming in one phase but exacerbate it in the following phase.
ci tists have not et ful evalua ed the net effect of these multi le im acts onE5

gloggl warming. Y Y P P

FOUR: THE DIVERSE EFFECTS OF CAR EXHAUST, AND CAR INDUSTRY,
EMISSIONS ON GLOBAL WARMING.

xxix) fme Non-Carbon , ,_,
Greenhouse Gases Emitted ' ‘“‘

from Gag Exhausts.
There are a number o non-carbon
based pollutants from car exhausts
which contribute directly to the t ,
9l‘99"h°"59 BITE". I: Nitrogen Dioxide and
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III: Water Vapour. ric oxide, but this is rapidly con
verted to nitrogen dioxide in the
air, and so these pollutants are
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sts.Emitted from Car Exhau

There are other non-carbon, exhaust ditrogen dioxide frog car exhagst t
pollutants which contribute indir umes reacts with o er car ex aus
ectly to the greenhouse effect, gases in the presence of sunlight

and creates tropospheric (ground
level) ozone (a greenhouse gas).

._ we,‘ -.'. ,3£,wngg;¢gp/

It has been suggested that. ‘Vehic-
le exhaust emissions are the main
source of nitrogen oxides and
ozone,“ (hichae Allab ‘Into
Harmony wrth_the Planet‘ p.67),
However. it is extremely difficult
to measure the extent to which
tropospheric ozone from car
exhausts contributes to lobal
uarming. ‘Ground level_(lropospher-
it) oeone makes a significant cont-
ribution to global warming, but is
very difficu t to quantify," (‘The
Environ, Impact of the Car‘ p,2l),

xxxi) Indirect,
Qontribgtions

to global Warming.
(It ought o be pointed t at there
seems o be confusion as regards
the exact role of nitrous oxide.
Uhilst some argue that nitrous
oxide attacks stratos heric ozone,
(Guardian 22,3,9l, p,g5) others
argue it slows down the chlorine
at ack on ozone),
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I: Nitrous Oxide and Strat-
ospheric Ozone Depletion.
lt_has_iust been note that nitrous
oxide is a_greenhouse gas, However,
nitrous oxi e also con ributes to
global warming indirectly by count-
eracting ozone depletion, " he
ozone layer is being destroyed by
CFCs which are themselves dangerous
greenhouse gases in the lower
atmosphere, This destruction is
damped by nitrous oxides which are
also dangerous pollutants - and
greenhouse gases - in the lower
atmosghere, (Tim Redford, Guardian
14,2, 2._p.29). This has the effect
of_boosting global_warmin , ‘The
United Nations Environmeng Program-
me and the Uorld Heterological Off-
ice suggest that depletion of the
ozone ayer ,, may in effect let
more hea out through the holes
than was thought, making the gases
responsible for coolin the a mos-
phere," (Guardian 20.13.91, p,3),

n other words, by moderating the
depletion of stra ospheric ozone,
nitrous oxide helps to reinforce
global warming,

xxxii) The Primary
Moderating Effects

of Car Exhaust Emissions
on Global Warming.

It is commonl ass d th t all carume a
exhaust pollutants boost the green-
house effect whether directly or
indirectly, However, a number of
pollutants create a ‘cooling eff-
ect‘ which moderates global warm-
ing, Although these e fects are
caused by non carbon pollutants
they have an influence on the car-
bon cycle as will be seen in the
next chapter,
I: Acid Rain.
Rcid rain triggers off the format-
ion of clouds which reflect heat
back into space and thereby dampen
global warming. ‘Sulphur dioxide..
could possibly dang down the
greenhouse ef ect y encouraging
cloud formation," ( im Redford The
Crisis of Life on Earth‘ p,ll3),
Two car exhaust pollutants, sulphur
dioxide and nitrogen oxide, contri-
bute to acid rain,_"Nitrogen oxides
play a maior role in the ormation
of acid rain." (‘The Environmental
Impact of the Car‘ p.27),
It is commonly believed that the
biggest_source of anthropogenic
aci _rain is fossil fuel e power
stations, In fact it is cars. “Car
exhausts are the biggest source of
acid rain in the mos prosperous
countries of Euroge and in the US,"
(Fred Pearce, p,l l), The role
played by cars in moderating global
warming may be si nificant,

II: Stratospheric Ozone
I) l ful rmen: e <2 _
The destruction of the ozone layer
helps to moderate global warming,
‘The IPCC report concludes that,
overall, coo ing caused by the
thinning ozone ayer cancels out
warming caused by CFCs, greenhouse

ases hat also destroy ozone,“
?New Scientist ll,4,92, p,d), r

iv’Although nitrous oxide blocks the
la er, volcanic eruptions roduce
de ris which reaets with t is gas
and allows ohlorine to react with
stratospheric ozone causing ozone
depletion,

chlorine destruction of the ozone l

Nitrous oxide/nltrogen oxldes att-mp \
if /'ack stratospheric ozone, The nit-

rogen dioxides from car exhausts 4 AM‘ fi\7*i A
= xac ually produce huge quantities of

ozone w ere it can o lost damage, [
and help to destroy it where it can
do most good," (Tin Radford, p,9B),
III: Aerosols.
The particulate matter, or aero- ‘ i
sols. thrown out of car exhausts,
moderates global warming by reflec- \\\\
ting sunlight back into space, At r
the end of the Gulf war w en the 3’
retreating Iraqi army set fire to ,’x
hundreds of Kuwaiti oil wells, .
there was so much smoke in the ~.
midday sun and caused a_l0C_drop in
temperatures, The contribution
which car exhaust particulates make
to the moderation of global warming
has not been measured,
In conclusion, no estimate has been
made as to the scale of the cooling
effect produced by any of the three
phenomena outlined above so it is
not gossible to indicate the extent
to w ich car exhaust EIISSIOHS
moderate global warming,

xxxiii) The Diverse Effects
of Car Industry Emissions

on Global Warming.
Th ' t'on examined some grevious sec i e
of t e effects of non-carbon, car
exhaust emissions on global warm-
ing, Given the attemp to conpare
the global warming contributions of
car exhaust fumes and car industry
emissions, this section looks at
the car industry‘s impact on global
warming, Exactly the same type of
ecological phenomena apply in this
section as in the previous sections

p this chapter .Unfortunate1y .ifQ ere was l su ficien in orm tion
about the scale of the effect which
car exhaust emissions have on glob-
al warming, there is even less inf-
ormation about the impact of car
industr emissions, Nevertheless.
as has geen seen from the previous
chapter, the car industry generates
a considerable level of po lution,
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I: The Moderating Effect of
Aerosols.
Cars_contribute to aerosols by
kicking up dust as they_sgeed along
roads, The more dust w ic is_
thrown into the air and the higher
it is blown, the more of the sun‘s
rays it reflects back into space,
It might be thought that wind dist-
urbance caused by cars would be
insignificant bu one of the latest
so called 'renewable' energy prop-
osals is for the installation of
wind machines along the central
reservations of mo orwars, It is
hoped they could benefi from the
wind flows enerated by cars thun-
dering up tge motorwa , (Green
Magazine, August 1990!,
II: The Boosting, and
Moderating, Effects of CFCs.
The car industry releases a huge
quantity of CFCs, This boosts
global warming, However, CFCs also
attack the ozone layer and, as has
been noted, this decreases global
warming, However, as will be seen
in the next chapter, the dest-
ruction of the ozone layer also
exacerbates global warming,
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Chapter $90 loflked fit the ways in which the car industry damaged the demand side of
the carbon cycle. Chapter three outlined the various sources of car industr pollut-
ion and high ighted t eir contribution to the su ply side of the carbon cycle. How-
ever, this pol ution also has an impact on the planet's ability to absorb carbon dio-
xide, i.e. he demand side of the carbon cycle. This chapter examines the way that
car exhaust, and then car industry, pollution has a major effect on the planet's
photosynthetic capacity.

FIVE: Tl-IE EFFECTS OF can EXHAUST, AND can INDUSTRY, ff, -T IV: Contamination.
EMISSIONS on Tl-IE DEMAND SIDE or-' THE cannon CYCLE F 5 “"°" ma“ ° ‘em °f the “'°"1°'*"- soils have lost a substantial

amount of their natural fertility
in the past 45 years, according o
the first resul s of a l5 year
Global Assessment of Soil e radat-*=="*1"> ---_8"°d°"*1" ion, funded by the United Nagions

Global Warming: Environment Programme, In Europe an
I estimated 20 mi lion hectares ofThe Fertilization Effect

of Car Exhaust Emissions.
The release of carbon dioxide from
car exhausts helps to promote phot-
osynthesis, The fertilization effe-
ct moderates global warming, Unfor-
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to how much additional carbon diox
ide is being absorbed by plants.

xxxv) Boosting Global
Warming: The Primary

Destrugtion of the
Planet's Carbon Capacity.

I: Acid Rain. _
It has been pointed out in the
previous chapter that some car _
exhaust pollutants cause acid_rain
- which moderates global warming,
However, acid rain also poisons
trees and vegetation and this red-
uces the planet's carbon absorption
capacity which, thereby, enhances

lobal warming, ‘Acid rain damages
leaves, reducing their photosyn-
thetic capabili y and causing a
loss of nutrients._Bacterial pop-
ulations in the soil are suppres-
sed, slowing rates of decomposition
and the release of nutrients for
the trees, Higher acidity speeds
the leaching of nutrients such as
potassium, calcium and magnesium
from the soil, and, perhaps most
importantly, mobilizes toxic metals
such as aluminium which are norm-
all combined harmlessly with other
soil elements, These changes in the
soil are thought by some scientists
to interfere with he_ability of
trees to take up nutrients, eaken-
ed by the toxic materials and the
lack of essential nutrients, the
trees become vulnerable to attack
from insects and plant diseases,“
(A I P Ehrlich 'Earth' p.117),
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lhe scale of acid rain's destruct-
ion of the planet's carbon capacity
is vast, "Acid rain has now affect-
ed over 7 million hectares of
forest in over 20 countries, It has
eliminated trout in rivers across
35,000 sguare kilometres of Norway,
acidifie 90,000 kilometres of
brooks and 18.000 lakes in Sweden
and severely affected over 50 lochs
in Scotland, 700,000 lakes in
Canada and many in the Adirondacks

th USA " ( onathon Porrittin e ,
‘Uhere on Earth are we Going?‘
p,lZ); "European wide surveys have
estimated that 35% of Europe's
forests, or nearly 50 million_
hectares, are affected (by acid
rain), In Norway, 35,000 m2 of
lakeland are af ected and lh Sweden
l8,000 lakes have been acidified,
rendering 4,000 of them unable to
support ish," (TEST 'Urong Side of
the Tracks‘),
It should not be forgotten that car
exhausts are a maior source of acid
rain in Europe and America.
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II: Stratospheric Ozone
Degletion.
It as been noted that car exhaust
fumes produce nitrous oxide/nitrog-
en oxides which destro the ozone
layer and moderate glogal warming,
However, the destruction of the
ozone layer causes an increase in
the leve of ultra-violet radiation
reaching the Earth's surface and
this damages ve etation, ‘If more
ultra-vio et ragiation reaches the
surface of the Earth as a result of
the ozone layer getting thinner, it
uill damage he proteins involved
in photosynthesis.‘ (Nee Scientist
9.1 .39). A 25$ depletion of ozone
levels would produce a 20-25$ drop
in soya bean yields.‘ (Fred Pearce
Turning Up t e Heat‘ p.26), This

reduces the planet's carbon ca ac-
ity and thereby enhances global
warming,
III: The Creation of
Tropospheric Ozone.
It has been seen that car exhaust
fumes create tropospheric ozone
which acts as a reenhouse gas,
However, ground level ozone also
has a des ructive effect on trees
and vegetation which, once again,
reduces the planet's ability to
carry out photosynthesis and thus
enhances g obal warming,
Just as was the case with acid
rain, the extent of the damage
caused to vegetation is vast,
"Large areas of forest are dying
and scientists suspect that a major
cause is either acidification or
the direct toxic effects of sulphur
dioxide and ozone," (Paul Ehrlich,
‘The Machinery 0f Nature‘ p.273),
Some calculations have been done to
ascertain the loss of vegetation,
"Ground level ozone (from vehicle
exhaust pollution) during the 1980s
led to an estimated US crop loss of
at least 5%, and possibl as much
as 10%,“ (Lester Brownl, If
ground level ozone causes a crop
oss of between 5-10% this is a

very significant level of damage to
the planet's carbon capacit and is
thus a maior boost to global
warming,
It should be remembered that most
ground level ozone is created by
car exhaust emissions, “Vehicle
exhaust emissions are the main
source of nitrogen oxides and
ozone,“ (Hichae Allab ‘Into
Harmony with the Plane!‘ p.67),

soils have_been seriously damaged
by industrial activity, nostly by
air pollution such as acid rain and
the allout of heavy metals,‘ (New
Scientist 16.5.92 p,7),

xxxvi) Boosting Global
Warming: The Secondary

Destruction of the Planet's
Carbon Capacity.

I: Acid_Rain and Aerosols.
It was pointed out in the previous
chapter that acid rain moderates
glo al warming by shielding the
arth's surface rom the sun. It

was then pointed out_that it boosts
global warming by poisoning veget-
ation, Acid rain (and aerosols
alsg provide a gecondary goost_to
g o a warming_ ecause re ec in
sunlight back into space stunts ghe
growt of vegetation and thus
reduces its ability to extract
carbon from the atmosphere,
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xxxvii) The Effects of
Car Industgy Pollution

on the Demand Side
of the Carbon C cle.

Once again. for the_saie of gauging
the re ative significance of car
exhaust, and car industry, emiss-
ions, this section looks at the car
industry's effect on the demand
side of the carbon cycle, The same
ecological analysis applies in this
section as in t e last.
I: Moderating Global Warm
ing: The Fer ilization
Ef ect.
Car industry pollution also
contributes to the fertilization
effect, There are no figures as to
the extent of this contribution,
II: Boosting Global Warming:
The Primary Destruction of
the Planet s Carbon
Capacity. _
lhere are no figures_for the car
industry's contribution to acid
Eii9i13a°8'f iiB|i3§|§R2+il‘°B=§'AS,
III: Boosting Global
Warming: The Secondary
Destruction of the Planet's
Carbon Capacity. _
Similarly, here are no figures
which quantify this effect.

‘J,iI"

It is not possible to say how much
the global car industryfs output of
acid rain, ozone deple ion or
ground level ozone compares to that
of car exhaust emissions.
IV: Conclusions.
It is peculiar that most of the
effort that has been_put into
exploring and measuring global
warming as focussed on greenhouse
emissions, Very little scientific
research work as been done on the
demand side of the carbon cycle.
There is no sign that the_deland
side of the carbon cycle is eyen
going to be taken seriously either

y politicians or by many environ-
mentalists and yet it is transpar-
ent that reducing C02 emissions
will have no effect on combatting
global warming if there are no
policies to s op the destruction of
the planet{s ability to absorb car-
bon, Reducing_the amount of carbon
oeing dumped into_the atmosphere is
irre evant if it is not being
removed from the atmosphere,
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SIX: THE OVERALL.EFFECT OF THE CAR INDUSTRY ON THE CARBON CYCLE.

xxviii) The Overall Effect
of the Car Industry

on the Carbon Cycle.
It is clear there is a very complex
relationshi between the car ind-
ustry and the carbon cycle and that
assessing the ecological effects of
the car industry needs a great deal
f h Th earc is im -o researc , _is res p

erative if policies to stop the
planet's ecology from collapsing
are to be properly formulated and
implemented, his chapter attempts
to summarize the car industry's
impact on the carbon cycle, '
I: The Car Industry's Boost
to Global Warming._
A: Primary Decarbonization._Chagter
two outlined the five ways in w ich
the car industry reduces the demand
side of the car on cycle. 0n land:
firstly, deforestation/uprooting
vegeta ion; secondly, smothering
the Earth with buildings, concrete!
tarmac; thirdly, poisoning vegetat-
ion. In the_seas: firstly, su foc-
ating aquatic vegetation; secondly,
poisoning a uatic vegetation. All
of these eflects prevent the planet
from breathing in carbon dioxide
which allows carbon to accumulate
in the atmosphere thereby boosting
global warming. It has been estim-
ated that the car industry suffoc-
ates about It of the planet's land
surface. Uhat this means in terms
of a reduction or the planet's
carbon capacity is not known,
B: Atmospheric Pollution. Chapter
three explored the way the car
industry boosts the sugply side of
the car on cycle and t us exacer-
bates global warming,
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C: Secondary Decarbonization,
Chapter four showed that the car
industry generates huge amounts of
acid rain, ozone depletion, and
ground level ozone which damages
he demand side of the carbon cycle

and increases global warming, Very
little scienti ic work has een_
don t ' t t‘ ate thise, ye again, o_es im _
type o damage. It is not possible
to determine just how much second-
ary decarbonization reduces the
demand side of the carbon cycle.
From the research work whic has
been done in America it is clear,
however, that it is not
insignificant,
0: Tertiary Decarbonization, _
Chapter four also showed that acid
rain and aerosols from the car
industry stunt the growth of
vegetation which boosts global
warming. Once again, no research
work has been done on this issue.
Although it is not possible to say
with any scientific certainty y
whether primary decarbonization
causes more or less damage to the
planet's life sustaining processes
than secondary and tertiary decarb-
onization, these three fac ors
undoubtedly add considerably to the
destruction of the planet's carbon

b t' ‘t i Th in est-a sorp ion capaci y, _e ma
imate of the effec which humans
have on the demand side of the car-
bon cycle is that since the last
world war net primary production
has been reduced by 3 , This lS_&
colossal loss, The car industry is
likely to be responsible for_a
signi icant proportion of this
re uction,
II: The Car Industry's
Mbderation of Globa
Warming.
It was seen in the preyious two
chapters that the car industry has
a fourfold moderating effect on
global warming,
A; The Primary Hoderators; Pollut-
ion, There are three grimary moder-
ators: acid rain yhic _forms clouds
and reflects sunlight into space;
secondly, stratosp eric ozone
depletion which a lows heat to

th h th stratos here‘escape _ roug e _p .
and, thirdly, aerosols which also
reflect sun ight back into space.
It is not known how much these
factors are helping to reduce  
global warming,
B: The_Secondary Moderators; The
Fertilization E fect, The secondary
noderator is the so-called fertil-
ization effect, Dnce again, it is
not known how much this helps to
reduce global warming,
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Virtually no scientific work has
been done on the car industry's
moderation of global warming, As a
result it is not possible to obtain
even a rough gauge_of its impact on
global_warming, his means a comp-
rehensive assessment of the ecolog-
ical damage caused by the car ind-
ustry_cannot be comp eted until
this issue has been investigated,
III: Gauging the Factors
Contribu ing to the Car
Industry's ffect on Global
ikuflmirgg. _
A; The elative Significance of the
Car Industry's Boostin and
Hoderating ffects on global
Uarming, lthough the car industry
both increases and decreases global
warming there can be little doubt
that t e effect of the former is
much greater than the latter. How-
ever, it is Just not possible to
say how much greater,
B: The Relative Significance of Car
Exhaust, and Car Industry, Emiss-
ions on Global Uarming, t has been
suggested that emissions from the
en ire car industry are greater
than those from car exhausts, Given
the additional ecological effects
of both car exhaust and car indust-
ry pollution on the demand side of
t e carbon cycle, there is one
factor which might swing the
balance of rela ive importance back
towards car exhaust emissions, Uhen
the comparison was made between car
exhaust emissions and car industry
emissions it was suggested that
CFCs make such a huge contribution
to global warming t at this tilted
the balance towards the relative
importance of car industry emiss-
ions. However, it has recently been
suggested that CFCs‘ depletion of
the ozone layer produces a reduct-
ion in globa warming which count-
erbalances CFCs‘ boost to global
earning. This could well mean that
if car emissions were compared to
car industry emissions then the
former would be more important to
global warming than the latter,
owever the necessary information

about such lhp3ClS is not available
gnd no definite conclusions can be

rawn,
C: The Relative Significance of the
Car's Contribution to the Supply
and Demand Side of the Carbon r
Cycle. Although there are consider-
a le gaps in he scale of the ecol-
ogica phenomena outlinedhabove it
is necessary o compare e car's
contribution to the su 1 and
demand side of the carggnycycle in
order to geterminetwhich causes the
grea es amage. is quite eas-
ible that the bi est contribution
cars make to_gloggl warming is not
through car industry/car exhaust
emissions but through the damage
caused to the deman side of t e
carbon cycle.
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For example; the average car mightpump out exhaust fumes for 4 hours
a day but the roads on which it
runs have destroyed that land's
capacity for pho osynthesis 24
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trees knocked down to provide it
with a car park no lon er absorb
year
In concluston. it is possible thatthe pollution emitted by car exhau-
sts not only makes a smaller COfltz
ribution to global warming than the
pollution generated b the rest of
he car in ustry but lhat these

combined emissions make a smaller
contribution to global warming than
the damage WhlCh'fhE car industry
and car exhaust emissions to the
demand side of the carbon cycle,
lhe combined impact of decarbon-
ization_makes it seem that the
ar's bi est i t l b lc _ gg mpac on g o a

warming is on the demand side of
the carbon cycle not on the suppl
side, In other words, cement may be
a more important form of pollution
than atmospheric emissions,

xxxix) A Global
Carbon Budget.

I: Historical Ecological
Debts.
In Hay 1992 the scientific working
group of the Inter-governmental
ane on Climate Change, the

ultimate scientific authority on
global warming, confirmed the
recommendation it had made in
September I990 for a draconian
reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions of 60-80$ in order to
combat the increasing threat posed»
by global warming,
There ls no prospect that the
lPCC's recommendation will be imp-
lemented because it would not be
fair to expect all countries around
the world to make the same percent-
age cuts in their carbon emissions,
Some countries have been polluting
the atmosphere to a far greater
extent than other countries,
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Since the beginning of the indust-
rial revolution, t e over-indust-
rialized nations have not merely
pumped far more carbon into the
atmosphere than third world
countries, they have virtually
eradicated their_forests and hus
played no significant role in
extracting carbon from the atmos-
phere, Third world countries have
not only released far less carbon)
pollution than the over-lndustrial-
ized countries. they have absorbed
far more carbon, because of their
extensiye forests, than the over-
industrialized nations. If it is_
unfair to_denand draconian cuts in
carbon emissions from third world
countries struggling to industrial-
ize, it ls even more nonsensical to
expect these countries to take an
equal role in combatting global
warming when they have also
absorbed far more carbon over the
last couple of centuries than the
over-industrialized world.
To insist that all countries should
reduce their carbon emissions by
the same percentage would be to
reward the polluters and penalize
the non pol uters, Given that half
the carbon released during the _
industrial revolution is still in
the &tm0§phBfE,_PE5pOflSlbl1ltY for
the pending enyironmental disasters
clearly lays with the polluters,
the over-industrialized countries,
rho must take the main responsibil-
ity for combatting global warming,
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The only way the global conmunity
can com at global warming is on he
basis of global Justice in which
those countries which have exported
more carbon than they have imported
pay off their historical carbon
de ts to those countries which have
imported more carbon than they have
exported, The basic principle for
red in t heric carbon on ar uc g a mosp _ _
iust an equitable basis is for
each country to balance its hist-
orical carbon budget, This means
that whilst the carbon debtor
nations. primarily over-indust-
rialized countries, would have to
repay their debts by HDSOPDIHQ an
amount of carbon equivalent to that
which they have released over the
last two centuries, the carbon_
creditor nations, primarily third
world countries, would be entitled
to continue releasing_carbon,_i,e,
developing, until their emissions
were equa to the amount of carbon
they have absorbed, (However, the
car on debtor nations would not be
allowed to continue dumping carbon
into the atmosphere at their
current rate and the carbon surplus
nations could export carbon only at
a rate which did not critically
increase in the level of atmospher-
ic carbon), It would not be too
difficult for a global scientific
b d lik th IP C t I l to y e e o ca cu a e
eac country's carbon import-export
record over the last two centuries,

The historical carbon debtor
countries would thus have to face
up to the proespect not only of
emissions‘ reductions and reforest-
ation but, in addition, deconstruc-
tion to create more room to plant
the trees needed to meet their car-
bon target, It is suspected that
for the vast maiority of the over-
industrialized nations the only way
they could fulfil their contri ut-
ion to combatting global warming
would be through digging up large
segments of their in us rial in ra-
structure. In fact one of the most
obvious ways by which an over-ind-
ustrialized na ion's commitment to
combattin lob l ' Id be_ g g a warming cou
Judged woul_ be whether it was
deconstructing superflous
industries,


